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ABSTRACT 
This study was conducted to determine the processes 
and strategies selected middle school students use during 
the solving of non-routine mathematics problems . 
Qua l itative research methods were used to identi fy the 
cognitive and metacognitive ski l ls and processes used in 
problem solving and to determine the affective influences 
on the problem solving process . 
S ix middle grade students were selected to 
partic ipate in the study . Each student was interviewed 
four times . The first interview was conducted in order to 
develop student profi les by obtaining information about 
each student ' s  fami ly, school, and mathematics background . 
The second and third interviews cons isted of two phases . 
First , students solved problems for twenty minutes and 
verba lly expla ined their thoughts and work . Afterwards , a 
fol low-up interview was conducted in order to c lari fy and 
enhance information collected dur ing the twenty minute 
problem solving sess ion . The fourth and f ina l interview 
was conducted using a grid technique in order to determine 
student perceptions of the problem solving process . 
The interviews were audiotaped , and the problem 
solving sessions were videotaped . The transcriptions were 
ana lyz ed us ing a constant comparative method . Themes 
emerged from the data ana lys is, and f indings were 
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ident i f ied . The themes and f indings led the researcher to 
the following conc lus ions . 
1. Students are not aware of the various 
a lternatives ava i lable to help them understand a non­
rout ine mathematics problem when they f irst read it . 
2 .  The only skills which students perceive as 
mathematics ski l ls are the basic computations of addition, 
subtraction, multipl ication, and divis ion . 
3 .  Students are unwi l l ing to take r i sks when 
presented with a problem so lving s ituation . They are 
hes itant to try a strategy unless they have seen a teacher 
use that particular strategy . 
4 .  Students have been told that various heuristics 
exist to help them solve problems . Even though they have 
been instructed to use them, they have not been adequately 
informed concerning how and when to use the heurist ics . 
5 .  Students mode l the problem solving strategies and 
behaviors of their teachers . 
The study demonstrates that teachers need to 
concentrate ort fostering students ' se l f -esteem and 
pos itive attitudes toward problem solving in mathematics . 
Non-routine problems should become a regular part o f  the 
mathematics which students are exposed to in school, and 
teachers should focus on model ing their successful problem 
solving behaviors . 
v 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCT ION 
In the 198 0 publ ication , An Agenda For Act ion : 
Recommendations for School Mathematics o f  the 198 0s ,  the 
National Counci l  of Teachers of Mathematics ( NCTM) 
organizat ion' s f irst recommendation was that 11 problem 
so lving be the focus of school mathemat ics in the 1 98 0 s11 
( 198 0 ,  p .  1 ) . The document stressed the importance of 
organizing the mathematics curriculum around problem 
solving . Spec i f ical ly ,  suggestions made by NCTM for 
teachers included creating an environment conducive to 
problem solving and invo lving students at a l l  grade 
level s  in problem solving . NCTM a lso recommended that 
researchers and funding agencies give prior ity to problem 
solving studies in the 19 8 0 s . 
Almost ten years later , in the recently publ ished 
curriculum Standards for School Mathematics (1989), NCTM 
was sti l l  cal l ing for an emphas is on problem solving in 
mathematics educat ion . The exist ing K-4 mathematics 
curriculum was critici z ed in the Standards because it was 
narrow in scope; it fai led to foster mathemat ical 
ins ight , reasoning , and problem solving; and it 
emphasized rote act ivit ies (National Counc i l  of Teachers 
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of Mathematics , 1989). Also expressed as a concern in 
the Standards was that the 5-8 mathematics curr iculum had 
" emphas ized computationa l faci l ity at the expense of a 
broad , integrated view of mathematics " ( National Counci l  
of Teachers of Mathematics , 1989� p .  65) . I n  addition , a 
shi ft in the role o f  the teacher at the secondary leve l 
was cal led for by NCTM . This shift would involve the 
teacher' s role changing from that of "dispensing 
information to fac i l itating learning , from that of 
director to that of catalyst and coach" ( 1989, p .  128). 
A comparison of the concerns and recommendations 
expressed in the 1980 Agenda and the 1989 Standards 
suggests that not much has changed over � last ten 
years . Accompl ishments in the area o�oblem solving in 
mathematics education have been l imited i  
NCTM' s continuing efforts . Whi le there is  agreement 
among mathematics educators as to the importance of 
focus ing on problem solving in the c lassroom , there is 
l ittle help avai lable for teachers in terms of how to 
improve students' problem so lving abi lities . 
Unfortunate ly , whi le much has been written about problem 
solving in areas other than mathematics over the years , 
l ittle has been stud ied or d i scovered concerning how best 
to teach problem so lving in the mathematics c lassroom 
( Romberg & Carpenter , 1986). 
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The lack of research has been attributed to the 
nature of problem solving not lending itself wel l  to the 
quant itative methods typically used in mathematics 
research (Romberg & Carpenter , 19 8 6 ;  Garofalo & Lester , 
19 8 7 ; Eisenhart , 19 8 8 ) . In order to learn more about 
problem solving , the more traditiona lly quantitative 
methods of mathematics researchers may need to be 
replaced or enhanced by qua l itative methods . Eisenhart 
( 19 8 8 }  expla ined that whi le many mathematics education 
researchers are asking questions which could be addres sed 
by ethnographic studies , few mathematics educat ion 
researchers are us ing ethnographic techniques . Likewi se , 
Eisenhart claimed that ethnographers rarely pay attention 
to the cognitive factors and developmental theories 
focused on by mathematics researchers . Eisenhart 
ins isted that a j oining of mathematics education 
researchers and educationa l ethnographers could produce a 
new and potentially useful type of study for problem 
solving research . 
Another limitation of the research on problem 
solving in mathemat ics is that traditiona l ly mathemat ics 
researchers have studied only the cognit ive processes 
involved in problem solving . Most of the reports have 
focused on sets of steps that are so genera l or vague 
that they do not help students become better problem 
solvers . Other reports have described either algorithms 
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( f inite sets of steps for solving a problem )  or 
heur i stics (methods of discovery of solutions to a 
problem ) . The algorithms and heuristics recommended are 
usua l ly applicable only in specific problems . 
Researchers are currently-beginn ing to study 
metacognitive and affective issues as well as the v 
cognitive aspects of problem solving ( Garofa lo & Lester , 
1 9 8 5 ;  Romberg & Carpenter , 19 8 6 ; Borodkin , 1 9 8 7 ; McLeod , 
1 9 8 8 ) . However , these studies have had l imited impact on 
the improvement of problem solving due to the lack of  a 
foundat ion or framework from which to bui ld ( Schoenfeld , 
1 9 8 1 ) . Researchers have attempted to study ways of 
improving the teaching of mathemat ics problem solving 
without f irst identi fying and agree ing on which ski l l s  
and processes are used during problem so lving . 
Statement of the Problem 
With the current emphas is be ing placed on improving 
mathemat ics students ' problem solving abi l ity , it has 
become even more important to f ind ways to teach problem 
so lving in the classroom . Much of the recent research 
has focused on whether or not problem solving can be 
taught or how to improve the teaching of problem solving . 
However , the research has not thoroughly addressed the 
initia l quest ion of what ski lls and processes are 
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actua l ly used during the sol�ing of mathematics problems . 
In order to systematica l ly improve the teach ing of 
problem solving , these ski l l s  and processes must be 
ident i fied . Unt i l  recently , most of the research done in 
mathematics in the area of problem solving has been 
conducted using quantitative methods . In order to 
determ ine exactly what ski l l s  and processes students use 
during problem solving s ituations , mathematics 
researchers need to conduct studies des igned to discover 
and describe phenomena as wel l  as those which test or 
conf irm hypotheses . The descriptive methods used in 
qua l itative research could provide a more compl ete 
picture of the problem solving process . 
Purpose of the study 
The purpose of this study was to determine what 
processes and/or strategies selected middle school 
students use during the solving of non-routine 
mathematics problems . This information could eventual ly 
lead to a base of ideas from which teachers wi l l  be able 
to improve students' problem solving abi l ities . The 
study was guided by the fol lowing quest ions : 
1 .  What cognitive processes andfor strategies 
do middle school students use during the 
solving of non-routine mathematics problems? 
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2. What metacognitive· proces ses and/or 
strategies do middle school students use 
dur ing the solving of non-routine 
mathemat ics problems? 
3. What affects , be liefs , or attitudes inf luence 
middle school students dur ing the solving of 
non-rout ine mathemat ics problems? 
S igni f icance of the Study 
Problem solving has rece ived a great dea l of 
attention among mathematics educators in the last few 
years . There is agreement among those in the f ield of 
mathematics that problem so lving should be stressed in 
mathematics classes . Whi le there is agreement about 
the importance of problem so lving , there i s  l itt le 
he lp for teachers concerning how to improve students ' 
problem solving abi l ities . Little research has 
been conducted in the area of mathematics problem 
so lving , and the research wh ich has been done has lacked 
a foundat ion or framework from wh ich to bu i ld . 
Most of the research that has been conducted in the 
area of problem solving in mathematics has focused on 
cognitive aspects and has ignored the metacognit ive 
ski l ls and affect ive issues involved . Research needs to 
be done which stud ies problem so lving hol istica l ly . Once 
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the ski l l s  and processes used during mathematics problem 
solving have been ident i f i ed ,  it can then be determined 
whether or not problem so lving abi l ity can be improved 
through instruction . I f  so , then researchers can begin 
to focus on instruct ional methods to improve problem 
solving abi l ities . 
The intent of this study was to identify and 
descr ibe the ski l ls and processes used by selected middle 
school students dur ing problem solving s ituations . The 
results of this study and similar studies which may 
fol low can be used to he lp present a hol ist ic view of the 
problem solving process and eventual ly lead to the 
improvement of problem so lving instruction . 
This study was des igned to differ from most of 
the existing studies of problem solving in four ways . 
First , most of the studies have focused on one aspect 
of problem solving such as cognitive processes or 
metacognitive processes . This study was des igned to 
exam ine problem solving hol i stica l ly .  
Second , nearly a l l  o f  the studies on problem solving 
have used audiotaped interviews of subj ects pieced 
together with the ir paper and penc i l  work in 
order to study the process of problem solving . This 
study invo lved using videotapes of the subj ects as they 
worked on an overhead proj ector in order to 
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s imultaneous ly study their verba l as wel l  as non-verba l 
and written responses . 
Third , most of the studies of problem so lving to 
date have focused entirely on the labe l s  and connections 
formed by researchers from observing students work 
problems . In this study , student perceptions of their 
problem solving strategies and ski l l s  were examined a long 
with the observations of the researcher . 
Fina l ly ,  most of the studies of problem solving 
conducted by mathematics researchers have involved the 
use of quant itative methods of analys is (Eisenhart , 
1988 ) . However , to answer the question o f  what 
ski l l s  and processes are used in problem solving , the 
rich descriptions and thematic ana lyses used in 
qua l itative research are needed . This study involved the 
use of the ethnographic techniques of observat ion , 
description , and thematic ana lys is in mathematics 
education research . 
Assumptions 
Some m iddle schoo l students exhibit more " seem ingly 
natura l "  succes s ful problem solving abi l ity than others . 
It is  thi s  researcher ' s  be l ief , grounded in an 
interpretist theory (Erickson , 198 6 ) , that these students 
were not born to solve problems , but that they 
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bring with them to problem solving s ituations certain 
experiences , va lues , and bel iefs from which they draw to 
help them successfu l ly solve problems . According to 
Erickson ( 1986) , interpretive research is  des igned to 
ident i fy specific ways in which socia l and cultural 
experiences relate to the activities o f  spec i f ic persons 
in making choices . It is  not poss ible to change the 
background of a student who has diff iculty solving 
problems . However , this study was based on the 
assumption that there are certa in processes which 
successful problem solvers learn from experiences which 
can be stud ied , isolated , and taught to other students to 
help improve their own problem solving abi l ities . 
L imitations and De l imitations 
Because qual itat ive research methods were used in 
this study , a sma l l  sample of students was studied . 
It is d i f f icult , therefore , to genera l i z e  the processes 
and strategies used during problem solving reported by 
these s i x  students to other populations . The researcher 
imposed del imitations on the study by requiring that the 
participating students be middle school students reading 
on grade level . 
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Def initions 
The fol lowing def initions were important in this 
study : 
problem so lving :  determining a so lution t o  a non­
routine problem 
routine problem : a problem for which one readi ly sees 
a solution or a method of so lution 
non-routine problem : a problem for which one does not 
readi ly see a solution or a method of solution 
metacognition : a combination of what one knows about 
the amount and kind of knowledge one possesses and the 
regulation or control of that knowledge ( Garofalo & 
Lester , 19 8 5 ; Brown , 1 9 7 8) 
cognition: forma l as wel l  as informa l mathematica l 
knowledge ( Lester & Garofa lo , 1 9 8 7) 
affect : feel ings , attitudes , and emot ions ( Lester & 
Garofa lo , 1 9 8 7) 
ski l l : " a  mental activity that can be app l ied to 
specific learning tasks " ( Jones , Pal incsar , Ogle , & 
Carr , 1 9 8 7 , p .  14)  
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strategies : " spec ific procedures or ways of executing 
a given ski l l "  (Jones et al . ,  1987 , p .  15 ) 
process : a sequence of skills 
algorithm : a set of specif ied rules for performing a 
computation or solving a problem 
heuristic : a method or methods by which solutions to 
problems can be discovered 
Methods and Procedures 
A combination of qua litative and quantitative 
research methods were used to conduct the study. The 
study was des igned and methods and procedures were pi lot 
tested with middle school students who were not 
participants in the actual study. Two graduate students 
were al so used dur ing the pi lot testing of the grid 
interview technique (Kel ly, 19 5 5 ) . The graduate students 
were used to he lp determine the clarity of the directions 
developed for the repertory grid intervi ews before pi lot 
testing with the middle school students . The problems 
used in the study were selected from Problem Solving: A 
Handbook for Classroom Teachers (Krulik & Rudnick, 19 8 8 ) . 
The mathematics curr iculum of a Tennessee county school 
system was a factor in problem selection . The problems 
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were pi lot tested with two of the middle school students 
who were not participants in the actua l study . 
After the initial pi lot testing was completed , s ix 
subjects were se lected , and written consent was 
obta ined from the six subj ects and their parents . The 
subjects se lected were middle school students ( grades 
6 , 7 , 8 ) . The abi l ity levels of the students were not a 
factor . However , it was decided that the students 
should a l l  be reading on grade level or above . 
The students selected for the study part icipated in 
four interviews . The f irst interview was conducted 
with each student in order to gather data on the 
student ' s  family , school ,  and mathematics history . 
Problem solving sess ions were set up and conducted 
with each of the students . The sess ions lasted 
approximately one hour . During that t ime , the 
students were given non-routine problems to solve for 
twenty minutes . students worked the problems on the 
overhead projector and were asked to explain the ir 
thoughts on the problem as they worked . The students 
were videotaped while they worked the problems . The 
second and third interviews took place after the two 
problem solving sess ions . The students were interviewed 
concerning their problem solving strategies . The tapes 
from the f irst session and interview were analyz ed in 
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order to determine the focus of the second sess ion and to 
begin to develop poss ible categories for data analys is . 
The last interview cons isted of each student completing a 
repertory grid {Ke l ly ,  1 9 5 5) categori z ing their problem 
solving ski l ls and processes as they perceived them . 
Each chi ld then viewed their videotapes and ta l l ied their 
ski l ls and processes used according to their repertory 
grid . 
Data Analys is 
The data from the initial interviews were organi z ed 
by ana lyz ing transcriptions of the audiotaped interviews 
and developing student prof i les . The data from the 
individual problem solving sess ions were organi z ed by 
studying the students ' work , their facial express ions , 
their actions , and the ir verbal comments as shown by the 
videotape a long with their verbal comments from 
interviews . Transcriptions from the tapes were used to 
develop a time chart . The data from the grid interviews 
were already organi z ed on the form completed by each 
student and the researcher . After the data had been 
organ i z ed ,  they were ana lyzed qual itat ively us ing the 
ethnographic research techniques for data ana lys is as 
descr ibed by Spradley ( 19 80) : domains ( categories ) were 
se lected and ana lyz ed, a "taxonomic analys is chart " of 
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the proc�sses and strategies used by middle school 
students in order to solve problems was formed, and 
f ina lly a " componential ana lys i s "  was made for each set 
of  data . A constant comparat ive method of qual itative 
data ana lys is {Glaser & Strauss, 1 9 6 7 )  was then used to 
comp lete the qual itative analys is procedure by 
identi fying themes and initial f indings . 
After the initial qual itative ana lys is had been 
comp leted, categories determined by the ana lysis were 
then used to quantitat ively analyze the data . student 
ta ll ies were used to determine percentages and means 
for the taxonomic ana lys is charts prepared by the 
researcher . The data from the init ial interviews, the 
problem solving sessions, and the repertory grids were 
then analyz ed by comparing the categories and tal l ies 
determined by the students to the categories determined 
by the researcher . Themes and findings generated from 
the initial qual itative ana lys is were then compared to 
the quant i f ied data to complete the development of 
findings from the study . Conc lus ions were then drawn 
from those f indings . 
Organi z ation of the Study 
Chapter I conta ins an introduct ion and the statement 
of the problem,· the purpose of the research , the 
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questions to be answered , the signi f icance of the study , 
the underlying assumptions , l imitations and 
del imitations , def init ions of important terms , and the 
methods and procedures used . 
Chapter I I  is a review of related l iterature which 
provides the background information and bas is for the 
study . 
Chapter I I I  identif ies and explains the methods and 
procedures used for data collection and analys is . 
Chapter IV is a presentation and ana lys is of the 
data . 
Chapter V contains a summary , maj or f indings of the 
study , conc lus ions drawn from the research and f indings , 
and recommendations for further research . 
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CHAPTER I I  
REVI EW OF REL�TED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Problem so lving has received a great dea l of 
attention in the last few years , particularly in the area 
of mathemat ics education . Several reports ref lect a 
nationa l concern for the need to improve problem solving 
abi l ities o f  students (Nationa l Counc i l  of Teachers of 
Mathematics , 1 9 8 0; National Research Council , 1 9 8 9; 
Nationa l Counc il of Teachers of Mathematics , 1 9 8 9; 
Wil loughby , 1 9 9 0) . The Nat iona l Counc il of Teachers of 
Mathematics ( NCTM) organi z ation ' s  recently publ ished 
curr iculum Standards For School Mathemat ics (March , 1 9 8 9) 
of fers a new and quite promis ing direction for 
mathematics education . The standards ref lect an emphasis 
on active ly involving students in doing mathematics . 
Problem so lving is stressed and the use of manipulatives , 
cooperat ive work , di scuss ion , and more j ustif ication of 
student thinking are promoted . NCTM suggested new goals 
for students which inc lude learning to become 
mathematical problem solvers and learning to communicate 
and reason mathematically . These goals de-empha s i z e  rote 
1 6  
practice and memorization , computations out of context , 
dri l l , and the dispens ing o f  knowledge . 
Many teachers share a common concern that the 
emphas is on bas ic ski l ls over the last few years has 
resulted in students ' fragmented knowledge of mathematics 
and students ' inabil ity to apply the mathematics they 
have learned . Reports such as the Third Nat ional 
Assessment o f  Educational Progress ( 19 8 3} ref lect the 
teachers ' concerns by indicating that the maj ority of 
students at a l l  grade leve ls have diff iculty with non­
routine problems that require any analys is or thinking 
( Carpenter , Matthews , Lindquist , & S i lver , 19 8 4 ) . 
Whi le teachers agree with NCTM ' s  phi losophy and 
would be wi l l ing to address the new recommendations in 
the ir classrooms , progress toward integrat ing problem 
solving into mathematics classes has been s low .  Three 
ma in reasons are suggested by authors for this s low 
progress . First , teachers ' lessons are o ften being 
d ictated by an oppos ing phi losophy exhibited by 
supervisors , curriculum writers , and others . There is a 
current national push to compete with other countr ies as 
well as frequent media reports that we lag behind other 
countries on standardi z ed tests . These events have led 
to an emphas is on bas ic computat ional ski l ls and 
accountabil ity resulting in increases in standardi z ed 
test ing . Also , more o f  the mathemat ics is be ing pushed 
17 . 
down into earl ier grades leaving little t ime for problem 
solving ( National Council of Teachers of Mathematics , 
19 8 9 ; Wil loughby , 19 90 ; carpenter , Corbitt , Kepner , 
Lindquist , & Reys , 19 8 0 ) . Fina l ly ,  Burns and Lash ( 1 9 8 8 )  
reported that teachers are reluctant t o  integrate problem 
solving into the ir lessons because of the dif ference in 
pedagogical skills  required to teach problem solving . 
The authors described the contrast between bas ic ski l ls 
instruction and problem solving instruction . Most bas ic 
ski l ls instruction stresses automation of isolated ski l ls 
through extended dri l l  and practice on dai ly computation 
ass ignments . Problem solving instruction focuses on 
higher order ski l ls and the development of f lexible 
cognitive abil ity which means teachers face a dif ferent 
as we l l  as more difficult set of pedagogica l  concerns 
when teaching problem so lving . 
Teachers must find the time to satisfy testing and 
curriculum requirements yet sti l l  help their students 
become effective problem solvers . Teachers can begin to 
address this issue by looking at the existing research 
and l iterature avai lable on problem solving in order to 
determine more efficient and effective methods for 
address ing problem solving in the classroom . 
Unfortunately , while much has been written about problem 
solving over the years , little has been wr itten 
concerning how to best teach problem solving in the 
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mathematics classroom . A study of the exist ing research 
and literature on problem solving ra ises as many 
quest ions as it answers . 
The fol lowing review of the research and l iterature 
on problem solving examines problem solving from a 
historical perspective . Th is perspective inc ludes the 
popu lar th inking about problem solving , in genera l and 
spec i f ica l ly in mathematics educat ion , the role of 
problem so lving in mathemat ics education , and research in 
the area of mathematics problem solving . Future 
impl icat ions are also examined . 
Current Thinking About Problem Solving 
Whi le there have been many def initions of problem 
solving presented in research and l iterature , most 
authors agreed that problem solving involves choos ing a 
so lut ion , from at least two options , to a problem in 
which a solution is not immed iately apparent ( Polya , 
1 9 57 ; NCTM , 1 9 8 1 ;  Hayes , 1 9 8 1 ;  Charles , Lester , & Daffer , 
1 9 8 7 ; Shue l l , 19 8 8 ) . This view of problem solving 
rej ects the idea that so lving a routine single step 
mathematics problem is actual ly problem so lving . Even 
so , Cawley and Mi ller ( 1 9 8 6 )  reported that of three types 
of problem solving activities that preva il in schools , 
the s ingle step word problems often seen in mathemat ics 
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texts make up 97% of students' problem solving 
experiences in schools . The other two types o f  problems 
are problems focus ing on appl ications in a certa in 
content area ( which require a need for spec ific 
knowledge ) and act ivities which stress data col lect ion 
and analys is ( which lead to decis ion making ) . The 
authors explained that these two types of problems are 
rarely if ever inc luded in students' school experiences . 
Carpenter and others ( Carpenter , Corbitt , Kepner , 
Lindquist , & Reys; 1 9 8 0) expla ined that too much emphas is 
on the s ingle step problems wi l l  teach students only how 
to routinely solve cue-word type problems , rather than 
teach them to think about or ana lyz e  problems in deta i l . 
In order to improve our students' thinking and problem 
solving experiences in schoo l , much has been studied and 
written about problem solving , part icularly in areas 
other than mathematics . 
Shuel l  ( 1 9 8 8 ) expla ined : 
problem solving is  a goal directed activity that 
requires an active search for ( and generation of) 
poss ible alternat ive act ions and dec is ion making 
as to which course of action to follow next . As 
a part of this process , the individua l must 
menta lly eva luate the viabil ity of var ious 
alternatives and then ver ify the effectiveness of 
the one selected by trying it out to see i f  it 
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works . Problem solving is  c learly an active 
process ! ( p .  4 )  • 
In the f ield of psychology , Hayes ( 19 8 1 )  defined a 
sequence of actions characteristic of problem solving : 
1 .  Finding the problem : recogn i z ing that there is  
a problem to be solved . 
2 .  Representing the problem : understanding the 
nature of the gap to be crossed . 
3 .  Planning the solution : choos ing a method for 
cross ing the gap . 
4 .  Carrying out the plan . 
5 .  Eva luating the solution : asking "How good is 
the result? " once the plan is carried out . 
6 .  Consol idating gains : learning from the 
experience of solving ( p .  1) . 
Hayes maintained that successful problem so lving 
depends on the effectiveness of a person ' s  carrying out 
of each step . He described the second step , representing 
a problem , as  one of the more crucial steps in the 
process .  At this stage , a problem solver imagines 
objects and re lations in their mind which correspond to 
objects and re lations described in the problem (the 
problem so lver ' s  interna l representation of the problem) . 
Often , problem solvers wi ll  make externa l representations 
of the problems by drawing sketches or diagrams or by 
writing down symbols or equations to represent the 
problems . Hayes suggested four bas ic methods for 
selecting problem solution methods : trial and error , 
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proximity methods ( selecting a step at a t ime ) , 
fract ionation methods ( breaking a problem up into parts ) , 
and knowledge-based methods ( using methods a lready stored 
in memory ) . 
Shue l l  ( 19 8 8) expla ined that problem so lving 
invo lves more than applying genera l strategies or 
fol lowing steps . The knowledge that a person brings to 
the s ituat ion when they solve a problem is an important 
factor in determining the way a person approaches f inding 
the so lut ion to a problem as we l l  as their potent ial for 
f inding the correct solution to the problem . 
There are several d i fferent opinions as to the types 
of prior knowledge needed for problem so lving . Ri ley et . 
al . ( 1 9 8 3) reported three types of knowledge which are 
used in problem solving : problem schemata ( for 
understanding various semantic relations invo lved in 
problems ) ,  action schemata ( for representing act ions 
invo lved in problem solving) , and strategic knowledge 
( for planning methods of solut ions for problems ) .  Mayer 
( 1 983) suggested that there are f ive types of knowledge 
needed for problem solving : l inguistic knowledge 
( knowledge of the problem language ) ,  semant ic knowledge 
( knowledge about the context of the problem) , schema 
knowledge ( knowledge about types of problems ) , procedura l 
knowledge ( knowledge about how to perform operations ) ,  
and strategic knowledge ( knowledge of techniques for 
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solving problems ) .  Regardless of the d ifferent 
c lass i f icat ions of  types of knowledge needed for problem 
solving, Shuel l  ( 19 8 8 ) genera l i z ed that j ust having the 
knowledge is not at all  sufficient . He maintained that 
students must know how to select from their existing 
knowledge the knowledge wh ich is relevant to the 
particular problem being solved . 
Shue l l  also reported that probl·em .solving has been 
viewed in terms of genera l strategies for a l l  subj ects . 
It has been thought that if a person was a good problem 
so lver in one content area , they would a l so be good in 
other areas . Recent ly , more emphasis is being placed on 
the domain-spec i f ic nature of problem solving ( Shuell , 
1 9 8 8 ; Lippert , 1 9 8 8 ) . Shue l l  ( 1 9 8 8 ) expla ined that 
success in problem solving in a particular area is highly 
dependent on knowledge spec i f ic to that content area to 
the extent that it cannot be expected that any transfer 
of problem solving abi lity wi l l  exist across content 
areas . Lippert ( 19 8 8 ) explained that " research to date 
has fai led to clearly identi fy either the cognitive 
mechanisms or the pedagogical approaches that cultivate 
probl em solving ski l l  within contexts , let a lone trans fer 
to other contexts" ( p . 1 ) . Most of the past as wel l  as 
the current thinking concerning mathemat ics problem 
solving has been based on the work of George Polya . 
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Po lya wrote several books on problem solving, the 
most wel l  known of which is How To Solve It ( 19 57 ) . How 
To Solve It is a book of suggestions and ideas about 
problem so lving for teachers and students . Polya 
presented four steps to problem solving : "read the 
prob lem", " devise a plan for solving the prob lem", " carry 
out the plan ", and " look back or ref lect on the plan " 
( Polya, 1 9 57 , pp . xvi-xvi i ) . Po lya ' s  ideas on problem 
solving focused on pract ice and repet ition to develop 
problem solving abi lity . One of Po lya ' s  most recurring 
suggestions for solving a problem is to re late the 
problem to one that has been done or seen before . He 
recommended going so far as to use the solution to 
another problem to help so lve the present one . Polya 
included what he ca lled a dictionary of heur istics in 
which he pointed out what others have suggested about 
problem so lving heuristics . They inc luded the fol lowing : 
Ana logy i s  important in problem solving . 
Us ing auxi l iary elements is  he lpful . 
Decompos it ion of the who le into parts can be useful . 
Determinat ion and emotions play an important role . 
Drawing f igures or d iagrams is  an important 
heur istic . 
Use genera l i z ations where pos s ible . 
I s  the problem s imi lar to one that has been seen? 
Work ing backwards from a so lution is often helpful . 
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Use indirect proof i f  helpful . 
Choose notation carefully . 
Study the unknown carefully . 
Use lemmas or aux i l iary theorems if  poss ible . 
Have " brains " and " good luck " and "wait for a bright 
idea " ( Po lya , 19 57) . 
For the most part , Po lya ' s  be liefs a l l  involved the idea 
that practice is a l l  important in developing one ' s  
problem solving ski l ls . However , his inc lusion of the 
not ion of good luck , bra ins , and bright ideas suggests 
the poss ibi l ity of one or severa l factors in problem 
solving that Polya and the earlier investigators of 
problem solving may not have been able to detect or 
def ine . 
In The Handbook of Research on Teaching ( 19 8 6) , 
Romberg and Carpenter pointed out that past thinking and 
research has focused on heuristics , a lgorithms , and 
Polya ' s  steps to problem solving . W i l l oughby ( 19 9 0) and 
Schoenfeld ( 19 8 7)  reported that merely teach ing students 
strategies or steps for problem solving is not an 
effective way to improve problem solving ski l l . Current 
researchers are beginning to look at cognition and 
metacognition as they perta in to problem solving in 
mathematics . In "Metacognit ion , Cognitive Monitoring and 
Mathematica l Performance" ( 19 8 5) , Garofalo and Lester 
point out that purely cognitive ana lyses of performances 
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in mathematics are inadequate because they overlook 
important metacognitive processes . 
Metacognition refers to one ' s  knowledge of one ' s own 
th inking ( Romberg and Carpenter , 198 6 ) . Metacognition 
was descr ibed by Garofalo and Lester ( 1 9 8 5 )  as a 
combination of what one knows about the amount and kind 
of knowledge one possesses and the regulation or control 
of that knowledge . Metacognition includes , but is not 
l imited to , ski lls  such as planning , choos ing among 
alternatives , monitor ing one ' s performance , changing 
one ' s  choice of activities , and checking one ' s  choice of 
plan or heuristic ( Borodkin , 1987 ; Garofalo & Lester , 
198 5 ) . For example , students engage in metacognitive 
ski ll use during problem solving when they engage in 
self-ta lk to check the ir understanding of the problem ,  
acknowledge and organize existing data concerning 
the problem , weigh alternative choices of plans or 
heuristics , change their choice of plan during their 
working of the problem , and when they check or test the ir 
solutions for be ing reasonable or correct . 
Along with the cognitive and metacognitive aspects 
of problem solving , researchers are beginning to look at 
the af fective aspects of problem solving . Baroody ( 19 8 7 ) 
reported that students ' beliefs he lp expla in why some 
chi ldren excel in mathematics whi le others are so anxious 
they become defens ive and unable to successfu l ly solve 
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problems . McLeod ( 19 8 8 ) expla ined that feel ings o f  
frustration , panic , muscle tens ion , satisfaction , and 
even joy can a l l  be important factors in problem so lving 
performance . He also states that l ittle is known about 
affective issues in problem solving . The research in the 
area has proceeded slowly because the research on 
affective factors is more comp lex and difficult to 
conduct than the research on cognition ( McLeod , 1 9 8 8 ) . 
Problem So lving in Mathematics Educat ion 
Early ideas on teaching problem solving came from 
Polya ' s  How To So lve It (19 5 7) . Polya ma inta ined that 
the emphasis in teaching problem solving should be placed 
on practice and imitation with the teacher providing 
opportunities for practice , working many problems so that 
students can see how they shou ld be worked , and asking 
students leading questions to he lp them choose the 
correct heuristic to use in solving the problem . Polya ' s  
four steps have often been suggested as the key to 
teaching problem so lving . However , Polya ' s  four steps 
are not enough to assure successful problem solving 
attempts . Teachers have been unsure o f  appropriate 
methods for teaching problem so lving and along with 
pressure to emphas i z e  bas ic ski l ls and computation this 
has led them to often omit or neglect problem solving in 
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the mathemat ics classroom . Burns and Lash {19 8 8 ) offered 
several reasons why problem so lving instruction may cause 
diff iculties for teachers . Pedagogical content knowledge 
issues may be more diff icult for problem solving 
instruction . Teachers tend to agree that dr i l l  and 
practice is acceptable for bas ic ski lls instruction , but 
they do not seem to know the best approach to teaching 
problem solving . Also , the more difficult nature of 
problem solving mater ials tends to af fect the methods 
teachers select to teach problem solving . Teachers tend 
to teach problem solving using approaches that produce 
the fewest d i f f iculties for students as wel l  as the 
fewest management problems for themselves . 
Romberg and Carpenter (19 8 6) reported that research 
on teaching shows that mathemat ics classroom instruction 
has not changed much over the last f ifty years . The 
bas ic pattern has been that of grading homework , teacher 
presentation , and seatwork with emphas is on computation 
with l ittle or no time spent on problem solving . In this 
traditional mathematics instructiona l approach , the 
teaching and learn ing of mathematics is viewed as a 
pass ive process . However , with the current emphasis on 
problem solving by NCTM and others , the focus of 
mathemat ics instruction wi ll  have to change . Shuel l  
( 19 8 8 )  described problem solving a s  a highly active 
process , that is best taught throughout the year in every 
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lesson rather than as an iso lated unit . Brandt ( 19 9 0 )  
cautioned against what he refers to a s  " the centra l myth 
of teaching thinking , which says that to get students to 
.think better , you get them to think more " ( p . 5 1 ) . 
Teachers often provide students with more opportunities 
to solve problems , however , the teachers rare ly discuss 
the thinking strategies behind the solutions , therefore , 
the students do not become aware of them . Brandt 
mainta ined that teachers should provide ample time during 
the lesson to discuss th inking behind both student and 
teacher solutions to problems . 
Several authors have begun to look at ways to 
incorporate problem solving into mathematics instruction . 
In the NCTM 19 8 0  Yearbook , Schoenfeld emphas i z ed the 
importance of teaching students to use heuristics in 
problem solving . He stressed that training in each of 
the individual strategies ( drawing a diagram , working 
backwards ,  etc . ) is important but not s ignificant unless 
teachers give students help in select ing the right 
strategy for a particular problem . Schoenfeld (19 8 0) 
stressed that this can be achieved by point ing out cues 
in the form of problems themse lves and by point ing out 
organi z at ion among the heuristics . 
In another article in the NCTM Yearbook ( 19 8 0) , 
Suydam discussed clues from research on problem so lving 
that can be used to teach problem solving . Suydam also 
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wrote about clues that can be untangled from research on 
problem solving which can lead to improvement in 
mathematics education . These clues are of three types : 
" clues about chi ldren as problem solvers , clues about the 
problems themselves , and clues about problem solving 
strategies " ( Suydam , 19 8 0 , p .  35) . Suydam ma intained 
that a l l  three of these areas must be addressed in order 
to improve problem solving teaching and learning . In 
contrast to Polya ' s  suggestions for teaching problem 
solving , Suydam stressed that practice in problem solving 
should not cons ist of repeated experiences in solving the 
same or s imi lar problems over and over us ing the same 
techniques .  Instead , she suggested that the way to 
improve problem solving ski l ls is to practice many 
different problems us ing the same techniques and to 
pract ice the appl ication of different techniques to the 
same problems . Two other important points made by Suydam 
were : the focus should be on the child ' s  understand ing of 
the problem and its solution rather than j ust on its 
solution , and chi ldren should be encouraged to detect and 
discuss their errors when they make them . 
Butts ( 19 8 0) reported that one key to successful 
instruct ion in problem solving is to pose problems 
properly . He suggested that teachers learn to pose 
problems so that the students wi ll be motivated to solve 
the problems , understand and remember the concepts 
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involved in the solution of the problems , and learn 
something about the process of problem solving . 
Garofalo ( 19 8 9 ) stressed the importance of beliefs 
and attitudes of students toward problem solving . He 
claimed that students have developed inaccurate beliefs 
about mathematics (i . e . , only the mathematics that is to 
be tested is important , etc . ) and that these beliefs are 
reinforced by the way mathematics is taught . He points 
out that mathematics classes should emphasiz e  
exploration , discussion , ref lection , and interaction with 
a focus on problem solving and mathematica l reasoning . 
While many of the authors cited in this chapter have 
written about ways to improve mathematics instruction in 
problem so lving , none of them have approached the issue 
of problem solving from a theoretica l base . Writers who 
appear to have done so are Branca ( 19 8 0 )  and Gadanidis 
( 19 8 8 ) . Branca ( 19 8 0 )  approached the subj ect of problem 
solving based on three different interpretations of the 
term : problem solving as a goal , problem so lving as a 
process , and problem solving as a basic skil l .  Branca 
claimed that when problem solving is considered as a 
goa l , it is not thought of in terms of specific problems , 
procedures , or methods . Learning how to solve problems 
is seen as the primary reason for studying mathematics 
and this inf luences the mathematics curriculum and the 
teacher' s c lassroom instruction . When problem solving is 
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seen as a process ;  procedures , methods , and strategies 
which the student uses becomes the focus . Fina l ly ,  when 
problem solving is seen as a bas ic ski l l , the focus 
becomes the problem content and type and the solution 
method . Branca concludes his article by presenting his 
view that problem solving should be approached in respect 
to a l l  three interpretations . Too often instruction is 
based on one of the interpretations , thus omitting 
aspects of problem solving . 
Gadanidis ( 19 8 8) presented another integrated 
approach to mathematics teaching . Gadanidis separated 
mathematics instruction into three components :  
understanding , problem solving , and facts and ski l l s . 
Gadanidis mainta ined that all  three components should be 
emphas i z ed in order to give students a more hol i stic view 
of mathematics . Gadanidis also presented examp les of how 
this integration can take place . While the recent focus 
on problem solving is important , integrated approaches 
and viewpoints such as Gadanidis ' s  and Branca ' s  can 
provide students with a more meaningful presentation of 
mathemat ics . 
Research on Mathematics Problem So lving 
In the past , there has been l ittle research 
conducted in the area of problem solving ( Romberg & 
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Carpenter , 1 9 86 ) . The lack of research has been 
attributed to the nature of problem solving not lending 
itself we ll to quantitat ive methods used in mathematics 
research ( Romberg & Carpenter , 19 8 6 ; Garofalo & Lester , 
19 8 7 ) . Garofalo and Lester ( 19 8 7 ) explained that , unt i l  
recently , the nature of mathematics led studies t o  focus 
on the pure ly cognitive aspects of problem solving . The 
metacognitive and affective aspects of problem solving 
were viewed as more diff icult to study . The most current 
research in the area of problem solving is beginning to 
focus on the metacognitive as wel l  as the cognitive 
aspects of problem solving . Some attention is also being 
pa id to the affective inf luences on problem solving . 
The current research des ign for problem solving 
studies seems to fol low the same pattern . Subj ects are 
put in problem solving s ituations and are taped and 
interviewed concerning their cognitive and metacognitive 
processes . Subj ects either work individual ly or in 
pa irs . Data are then ana lyz ed according to the 
researchers ' speci f ic interests ( Schoenfe ld ,  1 9 8 1 ;  Lester 
& Garofalo , 1 9 8 7 ; Clark & Dennis, 1 9 8 8 ; McLeod , 19 8 8 ; 
Brandau & Dossey, 1 9 7 9) . 
Brandau and Dossey ( 19 7 9) conducted a study of 
thirty ninth grade students from different high schools . 
The students were given f ive open-ended problem solving 
s ituations , then a think aloud interview was conducted . 
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The researchers set up forty categories of problem 
solving ski l ls of which twenty-f ive were verbal, ten were 
non-verbal, and f ive were trans itiona l .  They separated 
the categories into six classes ranging from ana lyt ical 
and interpretive to operationa l or procedural and the 
students rece ived po ints for statements in each class . 
Brandau and Dossey were able to determine that certain 
types of  processes were used more than others and that 
different mathemat ical s ituations elicited dif ferent 
types of processes from students . The researchers also 
noted that students were highly individua l i stic in their 
proces ses . However , the researchers found some types of 
processes were more commonly preceded or succeeded by 
certain other types of processes indicating patterns of 
thinking and behaving in students . Brandau ( 19 7 9 ) then 
studied the f ive highest scoring students for their 
creat ivity in problem solving . Brandau noted some 
s imi lar ities among the f ive students for creat ivity even 
though each student was j udged to be highly 
individualistic . 
Schoenfeld ( 19 8 1 )  studied " expert " and "novice" 
problem solvers in order to categor i z e  and describe the 
impact of the use of metacognitive ski lls on success or 
fai lure in problem so lving . He labe led the metacognitive 
ski lls as manager ial decis ions . He found that " expert " 
problems so lvers have vigi lant managers to he lp them 
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strive for e f f iciency and accuracy , whi le the novices are 
not able to make eff icient use of their problem solving 
resources because they do not possess such managers . In 
addition to this f inding , his research produced a 
framework for assess ing cognitive and metacognitive ski l l  
u s e  during problem solving . This is important for future 
research s ince the framework inc ludes a subj ective as 
we ll as an obj ective component . The obj ective aspect is 
for recording what happens , and the subj ective component 
inc ludes determining whether and how wel l  decisions are 
made by the students . Schoenfeld concluded that 
metacognitive or managerial ski l ls were an extremely 
important component of problem solving . 
Lester and Garofa lo ( 1 9 8 7} also conducted a study to 
determine the importance of metacognit ion dur ing problem 
solving . They also wanted to determine whether or not 
these ski l ls could be taught to students who were lacking 
them . Their subj ects were pretested , put into problem 
solving s ituations , taped and interviewed , and then 
given twelve weeks of instruction with an emphas is on the 
teacher fac i l itat ing , monitor ing , and mode ling the 
des ired ski l ls . The researchers were hes itant about 
their results because they did not base their results on 
a framework , however , they were convinced that 
metacognitive ski l ls are important in problem solving and 
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can be taught to students who have been lacking those 
ski l l s . 
Clark and Dennis ( 19 8 8 ) concluded that the evidence 
in the ir study supports the idea of being able to train 
or teach students to monitor themselves during problem 
solving . They studied sixty f ifth and sixth graders 
us ing an experimental / control group , pretest/posttest 
des ign . The group that rece ived instruction in us ing 
metacognitive ski l ls s igni f icantly outscored the control 
group on the problem solving posttest . 
Other f indings from research on metacognition 
include that metacognitive processes are quite 
susceptible to affective inf luences , such as conf idence 
and anxiety , and that metacognitive processes are 
a f fected by students ' perceptions of the causes of their 
successes or fai lures . While research on metacognition 
in the area of mathematics is scarce , the f ind ings have 
shown that future research in this area wi l l  be 
worthwh i le and indeed necessary if students are to become 
successful problem so lvers . 
Many of the current studies of pro�lem solving make 
suggestions for future research in the area . In the 
Handbook of Research on Teach ing ( 19 8 6 ) , Romberg & 
Carpenter pointed out that more research needs to be done 
in the areas of cognit ion , metacognition , and af fective 
inf luences on problem solving in mathematics . Brandau 
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and Dossey ( 19 7 9 ) suggested that more research needs to 
be done across students of all  ages and abi lity levels . 
Brandau ( 1 9 7 9 ) added that the area of creativity in 
mathematics needs more research in relat ion to problem 
solving . She also suggested that more research be 
conducted on problem solving in the classroom sett ing . 
Quite a few of the current researchers pointed to a 
need for frameworks and methods of measuring problem 
solving abil ity (McLeod , 19 8 8 ; Garofalo & Lester , 1 9 8 7 ) . 
studies described previously , such as McLeod ' s  ( 19 8 8 ) 
study in which he presented a theoret ical framework for 
ana lyz ing af fect ive issues in mathematics , are two of the 
few studies on problem so lving which cons idered working 
from frameworks . 
Schoenfeld is another researcher who has suggested a 
framework for research on problem solving . Schoenfeld 
( 1 9 8 3 ) suggested three separate categories for ana lys is 
of students ' problem solving performance :  resources , or 
the knowledge brought to the s ituation by each 
individual ; control , which is the monitor ing , decision­
making and metacognit ive acts used by an individua l ;  and 
be lief systems , which include both conscious and 
unconscious bel iefs about one ' s  self , the environment , 
the topic , and mathematics in genera l .  
In yet another attempt to provide a framework for 
problem solving research , Duffin ( 1 9 8 3 ) descr ibed three 
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stages of problem solving that were def ined during a 
mathemat ics education conference called " Sk i l ls and 
Procedures of Mathematics Problem Solving" . Duf f in 
expla ined that the three stages are : an entry period 
when a person plays around with a problem and j ots down 
relevant points ; an attack period when one begins to 
employ specific strategies ; and a review or extension 
period when the person formally writes a solution for the 
problem , tests it , and sometimes genera li zes and extends 
it . 
As for measuring problem solving abi l ity ,  Ma lone et 
a l . ( 1 9 8 0 )  recommended us ing the Rasch Approach to 
measurement . With this approach : 
Problems appropriate to the background of the 
student population are col lected . 
The problems are admini stered to a representative 
sample of the students and responses for each 
problem are scored . 
A statistical test of the conformity of the 
responses on each problem to the assumptions of a 
model is applied . 
The item diff iculty of each probl em is establ ished . 
The appropriate problems are selected and 
administered to the students whose problem solving 
abi l ity are to be measured . 
Responses are marked and scored according to item 
diff iculty (Malone et al . , 19 8 0 ) . 
Re latively few researchers have deve loped and used 
frameworks or measurement scales in the ir research on 
problem solving . Perhaps more needs to be known about 
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problem solving processes and behaviors before 
categories , frameworks , and measurements can be 
successfu l ly implemented . In the future , in order to 
learn more about problem so lving itself , the more 
traditionally quantitative methods of mathematics 
researchers may need to be replaced or enhanced by 
qua l itative methods . Eisenhart ( 19 8 8 ) def ined 
ethnographic research as either "the ho l i stic depiction 
of group interaction over a period of time , accurately 
represent ing partic ipant views and meanings " (p . 5 1 )  or 
"the di scipl ined study of what the wor ld i s  l ike for 
people who have learned to see , hear , speak , think , and 
act in ways that are different " (p . 5 1 ) . 
Eisenhart ( 19 8 8 )  claimed that many mathematics 
education researchers are ask ing questions for which 
ethnographic research wou ld be appropriate , however , 
relat ively few of these researchers are us ing 
ethnograph ic techniques .  Likewise , Eisenhart expla ined 
that ethnographers rarely pay attention to the cognitive 
factors and developmental theories focused on by 
mathematics researchers . Eisenhart suggested that a 
j o ining of mathematics education researchers and 
educationa l ethnographers could .produce a new and 
potentia lly useful type of study . This type of study 
could be important for future problem solving research . 
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Summary 
Wh i l e  much has been wr itten about problem s o lving 
over the years , relat ive ly l itt le is known about problem 
solving processes and teach ing methods . Researcher s 
agree that problem so lving i s  an act ive proce ss wh ich 
i nvo lves eva luat i on , dec is i on maki ng , ver i f i cat i on , and 
ref lect ion . However , curr ent problem so lving instruct i on 
is exp l a ined in the l iterature as cons ist i ng of repeated 
pract ice in solving cue-word type problems wh ich 
rout in i z es problem so lving rather than teach ing students 
to th i nk or ana lyz e  problems . Current instruct ion is 
st i l l  inf luenced by past th ink ing and research wh ich 
focus ed on repeated pract ice of cue-word problems , 
Po lya ' s  four steps to problem so lving , and cogn it ive 
proce sses and sk i l l s i nvo lved in prob lem so lving . 
Wh i l e the quant itat ive nature of mathemat i cs problem 
solving research in the past led studies to focus on the 
pure ly cogn itive aspects of problem so lving , current 
researchers are beg inn ing to study the met acogn it ive 
sk i l ls and processes as we l l  as the a f fect ive inf luences 
on probl em so lving . Res earch in these areas has 
proceeded s lowly because the research on the se factors is 
more comp lex and d i f f icult to conduct than the res earch 
on cogn i t ion . 
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In the research studies which have been conducted on 
the metacognitive and affective aspects of problem 
solving , there have been reports which suggest that the 
teaching and model ing of metacognitive ski l l s  and 
processes can help improve students problem solving 
abi l ities . It was also reported by several researchers 
that metacognitive processes are quite susceptible to 
affective inf luences , such as confidence and anxiety or 
student perceptions of themse lves as problem solvers . 
Due to the recent attention that has been given to 
problem solving in mathematics education , more needs to 
be learned in order to help teachers meet the new 
standards for classroom instruction . A review o f  past 
and current research in the area of problem solving 
points to a need for more research in the areas of 
cognition , metacognition , and affective issues in problem 
solving as wel l  as the possible integration o f  c lassroom 
mathematics instruction . It has been suggested that a 
combination of ethnographic research methods and 
traditiona l research methods may prove to be helpful in 
learning more about problem solving . 
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CHAPTER I I I  
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
I ntroduct ion 
Most of the past research in mathemat ics has been 
conducted us ing quantitative methods ( Romberg & 
Carpenter , 1 9 8 6 ) . Romberg and Carpenter also ma intained 
that there is a lack of research in the area of problem 
solving in mathematics due to the nature of problem 
solving not lending itself wel l  to the quantitat ive 
methods commonly used in mathematics research (Romberg & 
Carpenter , 19 8 6 ) . current interest in the cognitive , 
metacognitive , and affect ive issues in problem solving 
is lead ing to questions which could be answered us ing 
qua l itat ive methods or a combination of qua l itat ive and 
quant itative methods ( E isenhart , 1 9 8 8 ) . Therefore , the 
dec is ion was made that a combination of qual itat ive and 
quantitative methods would be appropriate for this 
study . 
In order to answer the posed research quest ions , a 
case study analys is was chosen for the des ign . The 
nature of the research questions required the 
researcher to closely examine the sk i l ls and processes 
used by middle school students when they so lve 
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mathematics problems . According to Goetz and LeCompte 
( 198 4 ) , " Case study ana lys is is appropriate for 
intens ive , in-depth examination of one or a few 
instances of some phenomena " ( p . 4 7 ) . 
The sample population from which the subj ects for 
the study would be selected was identif ied . Criteria 
were determined for selecting the subj ects for the study 
and subj ects were chosen from the sample population . 
Each of the six subj ects in this study participated 
in four interviews . The f irst interview cons isted of 
questions about the subj ects ' homes , schools , and 
mathematics backgrounds . For the second and third 
interviews , the subj ects worked non-routine mathematics 
word problems for twenty minutes and were instructed to 
read , work , and think out loud . The problem solving 
sess ions were vide�taped and were played back for the 
subj ects during a follow-up audiotaped interview . The 
fina l interview cons isted of the students and the 
researcher developing a repertory gr id ( Kelly , 19 5 5 )  
ba sed on the students ' perceptions o f  their problem 
solving experiences .  Franse l la and Bannister ( 1 9 7 7 ) 
ma intain that Kelly devised the repertory gr id techn ique 
as a method for exploring the categories that a person 
uses to make sense of their world or their construct 
system . Munby ( 19 8 2 ) modif ied the grid approach in 
order to insure that the perspective of the person being 
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interviewed , not the interviewer , is understood . Us ing 
Munby ' s  modif ication of the Kel ly grid as a type of 
unstructured interview in this study would help to 
explain problem solving as middle school students view 
the process . 
The audiotapes and videotapes were transcribed and 
ana lyzed . A subj ect profile was deve loped from the 
initial interviews conducted with the subj ects . A time 
chart was used to organi z e  the data col lected during the 
problem solving sess ions and interviews . The repertory 
grids were devel oped during the fina l interviews by each 
student and the researcher . The grid forms were left in 
their original form for the data ana lys is . A content 
ana lys is was performed on the existing data . Doma ins 
( categories ) were selected and ana lyz ed according to 
Spradley ( 19 8 0 ) . Continuing the research proces s 
described by Spradley ( 19 8 0 ) , a taxonomic analys is chart 
of the processes and strategies used by middle schoo l 
students in order to solve problems was formed . From 
the chart , a componential analys is was made and themes 
were identified .  After the initial content ana lys is was 
completed , the videotapes for each individua l student 
were studied along with each student ' s  ta ll ies . 
Categories made by the researcher were then compared to 
the categories and tal l ies made by the students . 
Student tal l ies were used to determine percentages and 
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means for the taxonomic ana lys i s  charts prepar ed by the 
researcher . The quanti f ied data were then compared to 
the f indings from the initial qua l itat ive ana lys i s  in 
order to comp lete the ident i f icat ion o f  f i nd ings and 
theme s from wh i ch conc lus ions were drawn . 
The Subj ects 
The S ample Popu l at ion 
The popu lat ion from wh ich subj ects were cho sen 
cons isted of midd le s chool students from a Tennessee 
county schoo l system . Midd le schoo l students were 
chosen as the samp le popu l at ion for severa l reasons . 
The research des ign requi red that rapport be establ i shed 
ear ly in the study between the students and the 
researcher . It was neces s ary for the students to feel 
comfortable enough to work problems and th ink out loud 
in front of the res earcher . The researcher had s even 
years of teach ing experi ence at the middle s choo l leve l 
and was con f ident that rapport cou ld be estab l i shed 
eas i ly with students of th i s  age . Also , at the middle 
s choo l l eve l , students have been exposed to most of the 
mathemat ics sk i l l s  required for many of the non-rout ine 
prob lems presented in the l iterature . F i na l ly ,  
Wi l loughby ( 1 9 9 0 )  reported that by the t ime the 
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students are in middle school most of them have become 
mature enough to think about their own thinking 
processes ( metacognit ion ) .  
Since data were co llected in the summer ,  a middle 
schoo l student was cons idered to be a student who had 
j ust completed the s ixth , seventh , or eighth grade . No 
preference was given to abi l ity level in mathematics , 
however , the sample population included only students 
who were reading on at least grade level according to 
standard ized test reports . 
Select ion of the Sample 
The subj ects chosen were s ix middle schoo l students 
from a county school system in Tennessee . A decis ion 
wa s made by the researcher that s ix subj ects wou ld make 
an appropr iate sample due to the nature of the study . A 
small sample would al low for more deta iled descr ipt ions 
and data ana lyses . Subj ects were sel ected from three 
different schools on a vo luntary basis . It was dec ided 
that subj ects should be selected from more than one 
schoo l so that they wou ld not have ident ical scholastic 
backgrounds . Written permiss ion was obta ined from both 
the students and the ir parents . Copies of the consent 
forms may be found in Append ix A .  
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Composition o f  the Sample 
Two eighth graders , two seventh graders , and two 
s ixth graders participated in the study . There were 
three ma le and .three fema le subj ects . While no 
restr ict ions were des ignated by the researcher for 
socioeconomic leve ls of the participants , the subj ects 
were from primari ly middle to upper class famil ies . 
The Pi lot Test 
Problems and Procedures 
The problems and procedures were tested prior to 
the actual study . Forty problems were selected by the 
researcher from Problem Solving :  A Handbook for 
Classroom Teachers ( Krulik & Rudnick , 1 9 8 8 ) , a book of 
non-rout ine mathematics problems for a l l  grade levels . 
The problems were given individua lly to two seventh 
grade students who would not be participat ing in the 
actua l study . The students worked the problems in three 
one hour sess ions while the researcher recorded the time 
it took for the students to complete each problem , 
whether or not the students knew a l l  of the words and 
terms in the problem , and if they answered the problem 
correctly . After a l l  forty problems had been worked by 
the students , the researcher and the students rated the 
problems 1 through 5 in terms of diff iculty with 1 being 
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the easiest and 5 being the most diff icult . Based on 
observations of the students and student rat ings , the 
researcher selected twenty-f ive problems from the forty 
tested . Five problems from each difficulty level ( 1-5 ) 
were selected . The twenty-five problems were then 
arranged in groups of five . Each group of f ive problems 
conta ined one problem from a l l  five of the difficulty 
levels . The groups were then arranged so that the 
problems would be encountered in an ascending leve l of 
diff iculty . The problems were then numbered 1 through 
2 5  and pasted on index cards to be used in the actual 
study . The twenty-f ive problems are l i sted in Appendix 
B .  As the problems were drawn from a stack , students 
would encounter a problem rated 1 ,  then 2 ,  then 3 ,  etc . 
up to 5 .  When the students completed the first set of 
five problems they were given the oppo�tunity to work 
the next set . Each set of problems was arranged in the 
same order . 
Init ial Interviews and Probl em Solving Sess ions 
The initial interview questions were deve loped 
based on the information to be col lected . Questions 
were wr itten to gather information about the subj ects ' 
fami lies , schools , and mathematics histories . The 
initial interview questions were tested with the same 
two seventh grade students who were used to test the 
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problems . The questions were revised after the pi lot 
test interviews based on the students '  understanding of 
the questions and the usefulness of the information 
obta ined by each question . The copies of a l l  interview 
questions may be found in Appendix c .  
The methods and procedures for the problem solving 
sess ions were also tested with two seventh graders . Two 
new test subj ects were used since the previous two 
students had seen the problems . The videotaping 
procedure was tested for l ighting , sound , and required 
space . The fol low-up interview questions were wr itten 
so as to enhance information gained dur ing the 
videotaping sess ions . The questions focused on selected 
strategies and ski lls , thoughts or feel ings experienced , 
and sel f-evaluation procedures used during the problem 
so lving sess ions . During the pi lot test , the questions 
were screened for clarity , appropr iateness of order , and 
informat ion col lected . 
Repertory Grid Construction 
The construction of the repertory gr id was tested 
on f ive different subj ects inc luding two adults and 
three middle  school students . The two adults were 
graduate students in education . The pi lot test focused 
on the clarity and understanding of the directions for 
completing the grid . 
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For the pi lot test , the f ive individuals were asked 
to write on separate index cards everything they could 
think of that they thought or did during problem solving 
situations . After they had exhausted a l l  the ir ideas , 
they were instructed to take the cards and group them in 
any way they l iked . To des ign the grid , students were 
then asked to label each group . Students could name the 
groups whatever they wanted based on the simi larities of 
the cards in each group ( e . g .  "things I fee l " , " things I 
say to myse l f " , etc . ) .  As the test subj ects named the 
groups , the researcher wrote the name of each category 
along a horizonta l axis . As the cards in each category 
were read out loud , the researcher wrote the constructs 
a long a vertical axis to complete the grid . Appendix E 
conta ins a completed gr id form . 
Data Col lection 
Initial Interviews 
Dur ing the first interview , background information 
was collected and both the students and their parent { s )  
were introduced to the nature and procedures o f  the 
study . The concept of non-routine problems was 
introduced and stressed to the students and parents in 
an effort to re lieve any anxiety about performance . 
They were told that the researcher was more interested 
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in how the students attacked problems in which a 
solution was not automatica l ly apparent than in how many 
times they were correctly able to answer problems . 
Permiss ion s l ips were secured from parents and students 
at the initial meeting . 
Dur ing the f irst interview , the researcher asked 
the students questions perta ining to the ir background . 
Questions were asked about the students ' fami ly 
hi stories , general school experiences , and mathemat ics 
backgrounds .  The interviews were audiotaped , 
transcr ibed , and ana lyz ed . The audiotapes were kept 
in a locked file cabinet drawer and the transcripts 
were kept in each subj ect ' s  individual fo lder in the 
f i le cabinet . 
The Prob lem Solving Sess ions 
A camcorder , an overhead proj ector , a screen , a 
televis ion , and a video cassette recorder were set up in 
an isolated classroom or off ice . The students were 
brought in groups of three to be fami l iar i z ed with the 
equ ipment and the process . 
The students were then brought in one at a time to 
conduct the f irst sess ion . Students were given twenty 
minutes to work problems on the overhead . They were 
told that it did not matter how many problems they were 
able to complete in that length of time . The students 
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were al so instructed to do all  reading and thinking out 
loud and to write all of the ir work on the overhead 
proj ector . The problems were put in order numbered 1 
through 2 5 , as expla ined earlier , and stacked ups ide 
down . The students wou ld draw problems from the stack 
to work during the problem solving sessions . Students 
were to work the problems in order and were told that i f  
they drew a complete blank after reading a probl em that 
the researcher and the student would decide to skip the 
problem . The students then began to work whi le the 
researcher videotaped the sess ion . The videotaping 
allowed the researcher to record students ' written work , 
fac ial express ions , act ions , and verba l comments 
s imultaneous ly . Each problem solving sess ion lasted 
twenty minutes . 
After each twenty minute session was over , the 
researcher conducted the second interview with the 
students . These interviews were conducted primari ly to 
clarify and supplement information gathered during the 
videotapings . Students were questioned about se lected 
strategies and skil ls , thoughts or feelings they may 
have exper ienced , and self-eva luation procedures used 
dur ing the problem solving sess ions . Whi le conducting 
the interviews , the researcher showed the students their 
videotapes . The students and/or the researcher could 
stop the tape at any po int and add comments or thoughts 
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to what had already been recorded . The second 
interviews were audiotaped . The tapes were transcribed 
and a prel iminary ana lysi s  was performed on a l l  s ix 
interviews to help focus or guide the next interview . 
After a new focus was determined for the third 
interview , the next problem solving sess ion was 
conducted . The procedures were identical to the f irst 
sess ion . After a l l  s ix students '  sess ions were 
completed , the audiotapes were transcribed and a l l  
tapes and transcriptions were f i led with each individual 
student ' s  folder . 
Repertory Gr id Interviews 
The last interview conducted with the students 
involved having each individua l student comp lete a 
repertory grid ( Kelly , 19 5 5 ) . students were f irst asked 
to l ist on individua l cards everything they could think 
of  that they thought or did during problem solving 
s ituations . 
After the students had exhausted all  ideas , the 
researcher then instructed the students to take the 
cards and group them in any way they l iked . students 
were a l lowed to move cards around until they were 
satisf ied with the ir groups . To deve lop the grid , 
subj ects were then asked to name each group whatever 
they felt was appropriate ( e . g . , "things I wrote , "  
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" things I did , " "things I thought" ) . As the students 
named a group , the researcher wrote down the name of the 
category a long a horizontal axis . As the students read 
what was in each category , the researcher wrote the 
constructs along a vertical axis to comp lete the grid . 
A copy of a completed grid can be found in Appendix E .  
Students were then asked to look at each construct 
and compare it to each category and rate their 
relationship as : 
1 )  not related ; 
2 )  sometimes re lated ; or 
3 )  definitely related . 
Fina l ly ,  students were shown the videotapes of 
both their problem solving sess ions . They were asked to 
place a ta lly mark by each construct when they saw 
themse lves do that particular thing on the tape . The 
grid construction interviews were audiotaped and tapes , 
grids , tal l ies , and cards were fi led with each student ' s  
individua l folder . 
Data Ana lys is 
The data from the initial interviews were ana lyzed 
by studying the transcripts of the audiotaped 
interviews . A student prof ile was developed for each 
partic ipant . The data from the individual problem 
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solving sessions were ana lyz ed by studying the students ' 
work , their facial expressions , the ir act ions , and their 
verba l comments as shown by the videotape along with 
their verba l comments from interviews . A time chart was 
developed from the transcriptions of the tapes . A copy 
of a time chart can be found in Appendix D .  The grid 
interviews were analyz ed by studying each student ' s  grid 
a long with transcr iptions of the audiotape of the 
interview . 
The data from the four interviews were compared and 
ana lyz ed fol lowing a process described by Spradley 
( 19 8 0 ) . Doma ins , or categories , were selected and 
ana lyz ed f irst . According to Sprad ley ( 19 8 0 ) , doma ins 
consi st of three bas ic elements : the cover term , 
included terms , and a semantic relationship . The cover 
term is the name of the category . The included terms 
are the names of the smal ler categories ins ide each 
domain . Fina l ly ,  the semantic re lationship is the 
l inking of two or more categor ies by comparison 
( Spradley , 1 9 8 0 ) . Cont inuing Spradley ' s  research 
process , a taxonomic ana lys is chart of the processes 
and strategies used by middle school students in order 
to solve problems was formed . A taxonomic ana lys is 
chart cons i sts of sets of categor ies organi z ed on the 
bas i s  of re lationships between them . A componential 
ana lys is was then made by defining the attr ibutes of the 
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separate categories of ski lls and processes used by the 
students during problem solving s ituations . 
After the initial componential analysi s  was 
completed , categories determined by the ana lys is were 
used to qua litat ively analyze the data using a constant 
comparative method ( Glaser & Straus s ,  19 6 7 ) . 
Speci f ically , two stages of the procedure described by 
Glaser and Strauss ( 19 6 7 ) were used . First , incidents 
applicab le to each category developed were compared and 
then , categor ies and the ir properties were integrated 
(Glaser & Strauss ,  1 9 6 7 ) . Themes were identif ied and 
initia l findings were deve loped from the constant 
compar ing of categories and the ir properties . 
After the initial f indings were deve loped , 
categories determined in the or iginal ana lys i s  were 
used to quantitative ly ana lyze the data . The videotapes 
for each individua l student were studied along with the 
ta l l ies made by the students . Percentages and means 
were determined for the occurrence of the use of 
cognitive and metacognitive ski l ls and processes , as 
wel l  as the occurrence of af fective influences as 
perce ived by the students . Data from the initial 
interviews , the problem so lving sess ions , and the 
repertory grids were then ana lyzed by comparing the 
categories and tall ies determined by the students to the 
categories determined by the researcher . 
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Findings generated by the qua litative analys is of 
the init ial interviews , the problem solving interviews , 
and the grid interviews were then compared with the 
results of the quantitat ive analys is to comp lete the 
development of f indings . These f indings , a long with 
current l iterature and research in the area o f  problem 
so lving , were the basis for the deve lopment of the 
conclus i ons presented in the f ina l chapter . 
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CHAPTER IV 
DATA PRES ENTATION AND ANALYS I S  
Introduction 
-This study was des igned to determine the ski l ls and 
processes used by middle school students during 
mathematics problem solving situat ions . S ix students 
from three dif ferent middle schools participated in four 
interviews . The f irst interview concerning the ir fami ly , 
school , and mathematics history was audiotaped and 
transcribed . Then , a student prof ile was deve loped for 
each participant . 
The second interview cons isted of students working 
problems for twenty minutes using an overhead proj ector . 
Students were videotaped whi le working and then 
interviewed about their work after the problem so lving 
- session was over . The videotapes and audiotapes were 
transcribed , and time sheets were developed for each 
student . A pre l iminary ana lys is was conducted in order 
to determine the focus for the next problem solving 
interview . The third interview was conducted in the same 
manner as the second interview , and time sheets were 
devel oped for each student . 
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The fourth interview consisted of each student 
develop ing a repertory grid ( Kelly ,  19 57 ) categori z ing 
the ski l ls and processes they use during the solving of 
non-routine mathematics problems . The students then 
watched their videotapes and tal l ied the ski l l s and 
processes l isted in their grids as they saw themselves 
use them on the tapes . 
Presentation of the data and data ana lys is includes 
examples of responses to interview questions as wel l  as 
examples of student responses during the problem solving 
sess ions and grid development . Themes identified through 
constant comparison of the data are al so presented . 
The data ana lys is procedure was guided by the 
fol lowing questions : 
1 .  What cognitive ski'l ls or processes do middle 
school students use during the solving of non­
routine mathematics problems ? 
2 .  What metacognitive skil ls or processes do 
middle school students use during the solving 
of non-routine mathematics problems? 
3 .  What affects , bel iefs , or attitudes inf luence 
middle school students as they solve non­
routine mathematics problems? 
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Cognitive Ski l ls And Processes 
In order to determine what cognitive ski l l s  and 
processes middle school students use during the so lving 
of non-rout ine mathematics problems , the data collected 
during the second and third interviews as we l l  as the 
grid interviews were used . Triangulation of data was 
achieved by comparing what students sa id about their 
cognitive ski lls and processes during the actua l solving 
of problems to their responses in a separate , f ina l 
interview with observations made by the researcher during 
the problem solving sess ions . 
Reading 
Reading the problem more than once was a cognitive 
ski l l  used often by students . The amount of t ime spent 
reading varied with the student and the problems . 
Certain themes emerged from the analys is of the problem 
so lving sess ions concerning the reading of word problems . 
students read the problems more than once for three 
reasons . They reread the problem when they did not 
understand it the first time they read it . In nearly a l l  
of the cases , when students read a problem for the f irst 
time and did not understand it , they j ust continued to 
reread it unt i l  they either understood the problem or 
dec ided to skip it . In very few instances , the students 
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used a chart , diagram , or drawing to help them make sense 
of the problem , but in most cases they just reread the 
problem . It was found that students a lso reread the 
problem to locate important p ieces of informat ion . 
Students reread the problem many times to p ick out the 
numbers given in the problem so that they cou ld perform a 
mathematical computation . Sometimes the students wou ld 
reread for information such as "the Sharks won the game " 
so that they could labe l their answers . A f ina l reason 
for students rereading a problem was to be certa in of the 
quest ion they were asked . Often , the students reported 
having forgotten what they were trying to find or 
determine . They reread the problem to be sure they were 
answering the right question . 
Students did not use read ing for two purposes 
identi fied in the l iterature on problem solving . They 
did not use reading to check the ir work once they had 
f inished a problem . That is , they did not check their 
answers against criteria given in the problem or to see 
if the ir answers were reasonable . None of the students 
reported looking back at the problem and/or the ir work 
once they had arrived at an answer . They also did not 
use reading to help them discover the meaning of words 
they did not know such as ratio , sum , addend , un its , etc . 
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For example , Problem No . 1 contained the word ratio . 
The ratio of boys to girls on the camp volleyba l l  
team is  3 t o  2 .  There are four more boys than girls 
on the team . How many girls are on the team ( Krulik 
& Rudnick , 19 8 8 , p .  11 2 ) ? 
None of the students remembered what the word ratio meant 
although they a l l  reported having done ratio problems in 
school the past year . None of the students reported 
looking at other words or information in the problem to 
help them determine what ratio meant . When asked what 
they were thinking about during the period of time before 
they skipped this problem , a l l  of the students explained 
that they were thinking back to school the past year and 
trying to remember what they had been taught about the 
meaning of the word rat io . 
" Unit ' s " was another word which students did not try 
to determine the meaning of from context . 
What ' s  my number? 
( a )  I am a two-digit number . 
( b )  I am a mu ltiple of 6 .  
( c )  The sum of my digits is 9 .  
(d )  My ten ' s  digit is one-ha lf of my unit ' s  digit 
( Kru l ik & Rudn ick 1 9 8 8 , p .  1 0 2 ) . 
After reading this problem,  none of the students knew 
what the unit ' s digit meant . One student skipped the 
problem because she did not know what it meant . The 
other students chose to ignore ( d )  and j ust work the 
problem based on the other three criteria . When 
questioned , the students a l l  knew what two digit number 
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and tens digit meant , but none of them were able to 
determine that if they had a two digit number and knew 
which one was the ten ' s  digit , then the number in the 
one ' s place must be the unit ' s  digit . Two students 
answered 18 rather than the correct 3 6  because they chose 
to skip (d)  in the problem . 
Mathematics Ski l ls or Knowledge 
The four basic mathematics computat ions ( addit ion , 
subtraction , multiplication , and divis ion )  were used 
frequently by students in solving the problems . In fact , 
in several instances , these computati ons were performed 
on the numbers in the probl em inappropriate ly because the 
students could not think of anything else to do . Problem 
No . 4 involved multipl ication and divi s ion as wel l  as 
knowing how many feet are in a mi le . 
Two girls wish to find the speed of a moving 
freight train as it passes by their town . They 
find that 42  rai lroad cars pass by the corner 
in 1 minute . The average length of a rai lroad 
car is 60 feet . At what speed is the tra in moving 
in  mi les per hour ( Krul ik & Rudnick 19 8 8 , p .  1 17 ) ? 
One student read the problem over several times and 
then subtracted 4 2  from 60 and got 18 miles per hour as 
her answer . When asked how she dec ided on that strategy , 
she replied that she did not know . She explai ned that 
she did not understand the problem after reading it 
severa l times , and she could not pick out a key word to 
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tell her which operation to use . She could not expla in 
why she chose subtraction . 
During the second and third interviews , when 
students were asked what mathematics ski l ls they used in 
each problem , the students reported only the four bas ic 
computat ions . However , other mathematics ski l ls were 
used by the students . Other mathematics ski l ls or 
knowledge used by students were converting fractions to 
dec ima l s , sequenc ing and ident ifying patterns , and 
ident ifying the va lue of coins in order to determine how 
many of each type were needed . 
In terms of heuristics , students bas ica l ly used 
f ive : checking to see if they had worked or seen a 
similar problem before , drawing a diagram , making a 
chart , identifying key words for computations , and trial 
and error . In almost every case , the students began each 
problem by determining whether or not they had seen a 
s imi lar problem or had previous ly worked a simi lar 
problem . The students usua lly based the ir thoughts about 
a problem' s diff iculty on whether or not they had seen 
the ir teacher work a simi lar problem . Likewise , students 
were very hes itant to even attempt a problem un less they 
had seen the ir teacher work a problem like it . When 
asked what led one student to skip a certa in problem she 
replied , "our teacher had never shown us how to work one 
l ike that before . "  In one case , a student expla ined that 
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she a lways ass igned a one to ten rating to problems 
before she worked them . When asked why she did this , she 
responded " I  don ' t  really know , my teacher j ust always 
did that with the problems he worked in class . "  
Drawing diagrams was used very l ittle by any of the 
students . A problem involving the removal of toothpicks 
was the only problem for which they a l l  drew a picture . 
Then , they j ust copied a figure which was already drawn 
for them as part of the problem . Several students drew 
diagrams on a problem involving perimeter and fence posts 
and another problem involving a baker dividing dough into 
pieces . The students drew di agrams only when they 
a lready understood the problem . In no case did a student 
draw a diagram to help them understand the problem .  
The students often used forms o f  charts dur ing the 
so lving of the problems in order to sort and organize the 
informat ion they were given in the problems . The charts , 
l ike the diagrams , were used only after the students 
understood the problems . Charts were not used to he lp 
the students make sense of the problems . . Three of the 
students ' charts were more forma l than others , but a l l  of 
the students reported us ing the charts to organize 
informat ion or to he lp them remember important facts or 
parts of the problem . 
Dur ing the initia l interviews five of the students 
reported having been instructed to solve word problems by 
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identi fy ing key words in order to perform computations . 
Even though many o f  the problems used in thi s  study did 
not lend themselves to key word/ computation solving , the 
students did use thi s  heur istic when poss ible . One 
student missed a problem due to improper use of a key 
word . The fol lowing problem involves plac ing a fence 
around some property ( perimeter ) . 
A farmer has a p lot of land in the shape o f  a 
rectangle that is 32 feet long by 2 4  feet wide . 
He wishes to put a fence around the p lot o f  land . 
I f  fence posts are to be placed every 8 feet , how 
many fence posts wi l l  he use ( Krul ik & Rudnick 1 9 8 8 , 
p .  1 1 2 ) ? 
The student expla ined that she multiplied 32 by 2 4  
because " by always means multiply i n  math . " The problem 
however , requ ired that the students should be concerned 
with the perimeter of the property rather than the area . 
students who used the trial and error heuristic used 
it quite o ften . Three students did not use trial and 
error at a l l  except for the problem where the remova l of 
toothpicks was involved . In all  but two of the instances 
where tri a l  and error were used , the students ' f irst 
trials were mere guesses with no bas i s  for their starting 
guess . But after the f irst guess was made , a l l  of the 
students who used tria l and error method were able to 
narrow down the answer by label ing their tria ls as " too 
high or too low" or " too much or too l ittle" . 
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Compared to the heuristics described in the 
l iterature on problem solving , the students used 
re lative ly few of the heuristics that are ava i lable to 
them . Among the heuristics which were reported 
frequent ly in problem solving l iterature but not used by 
the students in this study were making a s impler problem 
by temporari ly changing the data in the problem , working 
backwards from informat ion , breaking the problem up into 
smal ler pieces , and adding new elements to the problem 
temporar i ly .  
The cognitive ski l l s  used by students during the two 
problem solving sess ions cons i sted of mostly reading 
sk i lls and mathematics computat ions . Bes ides mathemat ics 
knowledge of words , concepts , and algorithms , the 
knowledge used by the students was mostly every day 
knowledge such as what a washer is and how many of each 
type of co in make up one do l lar . 
Student Perceptions of Cogn itive Sk i l ls and Processes 
When constructing the repertory gr ids , students 
were asked to wr ite on separate index cards everyth ing 
they could think of that they d id , thought , or that 
inf luenced them during problem solving s ituat ions . In 
their gr ids , five of the students included th inking about 
a poss ible strategy for so lving a problem . Al l of  the 
students wrote that they always dec ided whether or not 
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they had seen a s imi lar problem before . When asked about 
other strategies , the students began to l ist mathemat ics 
sk i l ls . Addition , subtraction , mult ip licat ion , and 
d ivis ion were l isted f irst by a l l  of the students . These 
were the only mathematics sk i l l s  mentioned by students as 
be ing used during the second and third interviews , even 
though the students actual ly used others . However , 
students l i sted other mathematics ski l ls when they were 
complet ing their grids such as f inding a pattern , drawing 
a p icture , us ing a formula , measurement , graphs and 
charts , estimat ion and rounding , changing fractions to 
dec imals , and f ind ing area or per imeter . The students 
l isted these as things they did when they solved 
problems . They did not labe l them as mathemat ics ski l ls . 
Strategies were often viewed by the students as mere 
computat ions to be decided on and performed . I f  they did 
not use any of the computations , the students often 
reported that they did not use a speci f ic strategy to 
so lve a problem . 
During the grid construct ions only two students 
reported other pos s ible strategies . One student reported 
"breaking the problem up into smal ler pieces " as a 
poss ible strategy , and another student reported 
"replac ing the numbers in the problem with smal ler , 
eas ier numbers temporari ly in order to determ ine how to 
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so lve it . "  However , neither one of the students used 
e ither strategy during the problem so lving sess ions . 
All of the students inc luded reading and rereading 
the problem in the ir gr ids . Severa l students broke 
rereading into reading for important informat ion and 
reading to pul l  the numbers out . Four of the students 
reported that they wrote down the important information 
or numbers to he lp them remember them whi le they worked 
the problem . Five of the students included think ing in 
their l ists . When asked to explain what they meant , the 
students reported that they would " think about the 
problem , the numbers , or the question" by mere ly 
repeat ing them over and over in the ir head . 
Dur ing the gr id construction interviews , students 
listed a tota l of eighty-three different ideas concerning 
things they do or things that affect them when they solve 
problems . These e ighty-three constructs can be found in 
Appendix E .  Forty-three of the constructs were l isted by 
more than one student but on ly counted once by the 
researcher . Of the eighty-three constructs , thirty-f ive 
were ident i f i ed by . the researcher as cogn it ive ski l l s  or 
processes . When students were asked to ta lly the ir 
behaviors and thoughts from the two videotaped sess ions 
on the ir gr ids , only twenty-three of the thirty-f ive 
cognitive constructs received any ta ll ies , and only 
s ixteen of those ( or 4 6 % of the tota l cognitive 
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constructs l i sted ) received four or more ta l l i es . 
students are evidently aware of more of the cognitive 
ski l l s  that they have available to them for use than they 
are actual ly us ing or are aware of us ing . 
Of seven hundred seventy-four tota l ta l l ies 
( including cognitive , metacognit ive , and affective 
construct s ) , f ive hundred eighty-four ta l l ies were made 
next to cognitive constructs . Therefore , seventy-f ive 
percent of the total ski l l s and processes perceived by 
the students as be ing used dur ing the problem so lving 
sessions were cognit ive ski l ls or processes . The 
metacogn itive constructs received 2 2 %  of the total 
ta l li es , and the affective constructs received 3 %  of the 
ta l l ies . 
Of the thirty-f ive cognit ive constructs l isted 
dur ing the grid interviews , seven were l i sted and 
received ta l l ies by all of the students . Those seven 
cognit ive constructs with the mean number of tal l ies they 
received by the s ix students are l i sted in Table I .  
The seven cognit ive constructs l isted in Table I were 
agreed upon by a l l s ix of the students as being involved 
in the solving of problems and in part icular , the 
problems they solved during the ir two twenty minute 
sessions . 
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Table I :  Seven cognitive constructs l i sted by a l l  six 
students during their repertory grid construct ions . 
Construct Mean No . of Tal l ies 
Addit ion , subtraction , multipl ication , 
or division 19 
Read the problem ( f irst t ime ) 12 
Reread the problem 1 0  
Draw a p icture or diagram 1 . 5  
Wr ite down information or 
numbers from the problem 5 . 2 
Think about the question , 
the problem , or the numbers 1 1 . 17 
Decide i f  I ' ve seen a simi lar 
problem before 7 . 67 
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Metacognitive Ski l l s  And Processes 
The metacognitive skills and processes used by 
middle school students participating in thi s  study were 
determined by analyz ing the data col lected during the 
second and third interviews as wel l  as the results of the 
grid interviews . Triangulation of data was achieved by 
comparing what students reported about their 
metacognit ive ski l ls and processes during the actua l 
solving of problems , the results of the grid interviews , 
and observations made by the researcher during the 
problem so lving sessions . 
Monitoring 
Students reported very little monitoring of 
themselves as they worked . Occas ionally ,  a student would 
say " Yes , that ' s  right" or " No ,  that can ' t  be it . "  Very 
few times did any of the students check their strategy as 
they were working to see if they were on the right track . 
When students selected a strategy they stayed with the 
selected strategy even when it was leading them to an 
obvious ly incorrect solution . For example , one student 
reported that half of the way through a computation , he 
rea l i z ed that the particular strategy he chose would not 
give him the correct answer to the problem . However , he 
continued carry ing out the same strategy . When asked 
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about changing the strategy , he repl ied that he rarely 
ever changed a strategy once he began working a problem . 
Several students monitored themselves in terms of 
their computations . One student s lowed down because he 
" tends to make mistakes when he rushes , "  and two other 
students checked certain parts of their work on a problem 
because it involved a computation that they reported as 
particularly diff icult for them . Several of the students 
who used tria l and error as a strategy monitored their 
tria ls as either "too much or too l itt le" and " too high 
or too low" . 
Dur ing the repertory gr id construction , whi le 
students were l isting things they did when carrying out a 
strategy , only one student reported correcting himself 
during problem solving . This same student reported 
s lowing himself down while working a problem . Three of 
the students included thinking they either had the 
correct answer or not . Five of the students also 
reported asking themselves questions such as " is there 
any miss ing or extra informat ion , "  "do I understand the 
problem , " " or does this answer look right? " One student 
added instinct and common sense to his l ist . 
When asked to explain those he said " stuf f  j ust pops 
into my head and I don ' t  know where it comes from . " 
Three of the students mentioned getting " stuck" 
while working problems . When asked what were some of the 
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things they did when they got stuck , students inc luded 
" looking back in the book" ; " asking their parents , the 
teacher , or another student for help " ; " skipping the 
problem and going back later" ; or " skipping the problem 
a l l  together . "  They also reported that sometimes they 
change their strategy or start completely over though 
none of them did so during the problem solving sess ions . 
Checking 
Students d id very l ittle checking of their work 
whi le solving problems . Time was not an issue , because 
they had been told the number of problems they worked was 
not important . When asked about checking their work , the 
students expla ined that they rare ly checked their work 
any t ime . The only reports of checking from the students 
were when the problem involved a computation which was 
part icularly difficult for them or when they guessed at 
their numbers for tria l and error . 
Once students had arrived at their f inal answer , 
they did not check their answer aga inst any criteria or 
information given in the problem . In a few instances , 
the students checked to see if the ir answers were 
reasonable .  Students rare ly looked back at the problem 
after they had answered it . They would make mistakes 
during · the problem solving sess ions that they would not 
notice at the t ime . The students would often catch their 
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mistakes immediate ly upon viewing the videotape after the 
sess ion was over . 
There were few instances of checking either work or 
answers in the problem so lving sess ions . During the ir 
gr id constructions , f ive of the students l i sted checking 
their answers as something they do when they engage in 
problem solving . One said she checks by rereading the 
problem ,  two said they check in the ir mind as they work 
the problem , and only one mentioned that he checked to 
see i f  the answer was reasonable . The rema ining student 
had reported in an earl ier interview that he never 
checked his work . 
Guess ing 
Guess ing was used frequently to des ignate a starting 
point for trial and error . Four of the students often 
guessed at the ir f irst numbers and then worked from that 
initial guess to narrow down possibil ities until they 
found their answer . When asked about the nature of their 
guesses , three of the students explained that there was 
no bas is for the ir gues ses . One student , however ,  
replied that his guesses were educated guesses based on 
rea l l i fe knowledge such as how much a baseba ll and bat 
cost and how fast a tra in rea l i stically might trave l .  
Two of the students used guess ing to write a f ina l 
answer . Even though students were told that how many 
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problems they missed or how many/ few problems they worked 
did not matter , four of the students chose to skip 
problems as opposed to us ing gues s ing as a strategy . 
During the repertory grid construct ion , three of the 
students reported guessing as something they did when 
they solved problems . 
Dur ing the grid construct ion interviews , thirty­
seven of the e ighty-three different constructs which the 
students l i sted for problem so lving were identif ied by 
the researcher as metacognit ive ski l ls or processes . 
·when students were asked to ta lly their behaviors and 
thoughts from the two videotaped sess ions on the ir grids , 
only twenty-s ix of the thirty-seven metacognitive 
constructs received tall ies and fourteen of those ( or 3 8 %  
o f  the tota l number o f  metacognit ive constructs ) rece ived 
four or more ta llies . As with the cognit ive ski l l s , 
students appear to be aware of the metacognit ive sk i l ls 
ava ilable to them, but they did not use or were not able 
to ident ify them in their problem so lving s ituat ions . 
Of the seven hundred seventy-four total tal l ies , 
including cognitive , metacognit ive , and affect ive 
constructs , one hundred s ixty-f ive or about 2 2 %  of the 
tota l ski l l s  and processes perceived to be used by the 
students were metacognitive sk i l ls or processes . It 
cou ld not be determined from the informat ion collected in 
this study whether the students were not sure how or when 
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to use the metacognitive ski lls or whether the 
metacognitive ski l ls are not as important in the overa l l  
problem solving process .  
Of the thirty-seven metacognitive ski l ls and 
processes named by the students during the grid 
interviews , only one was tal l ied by a l l  s ix of the 
students during the viewing of the videotapes . " Deciding 
to skip a problem" received tal l ies by a l l  of the 
students with the mean number of responses by students 
being 3 . 3 . The other metacognitive constructs l isted 
during the grid interviews rece ived ta l l ies from either 
one or two of the students whi le viewing the ir 
videotapes . 
Affects , Bel iefs , and Att itudes 
In order to determine what af fects , be liefs , and 
attitudes inf luence middle school students during the 
solving of non-routine problems , a l l  four interviews with 
each student were analyz ed . Triangulation of the data 
was achieved by the constant comparing of student 
responses during the f irst interview with their actions 
and responses during the second and third interviews as 
wel l  as the grid results . 
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Be l iefs/Att itudes 
Al l six of the students bel ieved they were good 
students overal l , and in particular good mathematics 
students . When asked what made them good students in 
math , their rep l ies were very similar to what made them 
good students in genera l ( i . e . , " I  do my work , " " I  
behave , "  " I  help the teacher , "  etc . ) .  However , three of 
the students explained that they had never rea l ly been 
good at math . This indicates that how wel l  the students 
solved problems had litt le to do with their perceptions 
of themselves as good math students and vice versa . 
The reasons for enj oying or liking a subj ect varied 
among the students . Three students bel ieved that a 
teacher was the dominant factor in determining whether 
they liked a subj ect or not . Two students reported that 
interesting mater ial and activities were the most 
important cons ideration in determining favor ite subj ects . 
The s ixth student indicated that the grades he made in 
each subj ect determined his favorite c lasses . Of  the six 
students , two reported that math was one o f  their two 
favor ite subj ects . Three of the students reported that 
they l iked math , a lthough it was not one o f · their 
favorite subj ects , either because o f  the teacher or 
because their grades were not as good in math as other 
subj ects . One student reported that she did not l ike 
math . 
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When asked about word problems , a l l  of the students 
be lieved that word problems were harder than the " regular 
math" and that word problems ( espec ia l ly non-routine word 
problems ) were for extra credit , for those who f in i shed 
the ass ignments early ,  or for special contests . 
As mentioned previously , several students bel i eved 
that only strategies which they had seen their teacher 
use in math class could be appl ied to problems . This was 
indicated by students ' analyz ing each problem f irst as to 
whether or not they had seen one like it before ; the ir 
unwi ll ingness to r isk trying to solve a problem un less 
they cou ld remember the ir teacher solving one l ike it in 
class before ; and by their applying strategies without 
knowing why , except that they had seen the ir teacher use 
that strategy before . 
Two of the students strongly be lieved that i f  a 
problem was about a concept they disl iked or knew l ittle 
about ( e . g . , baseba l l ) , they wou ld not be able to work 
the problem , regardless of whether or not the concept had 
anything to do with the so lution . One student , who had 
done particular ly we ll on most of the prob lems she had 
attempted , claimed that she knew when she read the 
fol lowing problem that she could not work it because it 
involved baseball , and she knew nothing about baseball . 
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What was the final score of the Tigers-Sharks 
baseba l l  game? 
( a )  The sum of their scores was 8 .  
( b )  The product of their scores was 15 . 
( c )  The Sharks won the game ( Krul ik & Rudnick , 1 9 8 8 , 
p .  9 9 ) . 
The same student reported on another problem about the 
cost of two items that she thought she could not work the 
probl em because the two items were a baseba l l  and a bat . 
Another student believed a problem was going to be 
diff icult for him because it involved metrics . However , 
convers ion of metrics is not involved in the problem . 
The metric unit of a gram is used only as a label in the 
problem .  
A penny weighs approximate ly 3 grams . A nicke l 
weighs approximately 5 grams . About how much more 
does $ 5  in pennies weigh than $5 in nickels (Krul ik 
& Rudnick , 19 88 , p .  10 5 ) ? 
On the contrary , if these students encountered a 
problem involving something they were interested in or 
l iked , such as money , they believed that the problem 
would be easy when they read it , even if the mathematics 
involved was compl icated . 
Affects/Feelings 
Student feel ings were rarely reported dur ing the 
study . It is not understood at this point whether 
feel ings have such l ittle inf luence on problem solving or 
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whether students cannot or choose not to describe how 
they feel . 
When asked how they felt when they came to the 
problem solving sess ions , students often repl ied " I  
didn ' t  know what to expect " or " I  wasn ' t  sure i f  today 
would be harder than the f irst t ime . " Even when 
quest ioned spec if ically about any feel ings such as 
nervousness or anx iety , the students did not indicate 
that they felt anything . S imi larly , when students were 
asked how they felt after reading or whi l e  work ing a 
certa in problem , the students responded by saying " I  
thought it would be hard" or " I  thought it was easy" as 
opposed to report ing any type of fee lings . 
The only reports of feelings were in the form of 
feel ings toward self . When asked how they felt after the 
f irst sess ion was over , one student responded " I  felt bad 
because I wasn ' t  able to get any more than I did" or " I  
felt terrible ' cause I had t o  skip s o  many . " 
Student Percept ions of Af fects . Bel iefs . And Fee l ings 
As previous ly ment ioned , the students did not report 
many affective concerns dur ing the problem so lving 
sessions even when asked specif ically about their 
feelings in the follow-up interviews . Likewise , very 
l ittle was reported dur ing the gr id construct ions . One 
student l isted fee ling relieved when he f inished a 
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problem and nervous or tired after he had been working on 
a problem for a long time . Three of the students 
reported feel ings of frustration during problem so lving . 
One student reported feel ing lost or confused whi l e  
solving some problems . Another student reported feel ing 
good about herself when she got an answer right . 
During the gr id construction interviews , in the l i st 
of e ighty-three tota l constructs named by students , 
eleven of those constructs were in the affect ive domain . 
When students were asked to ta lly the ir behaviors and 
thoughts from the two videotaping sess ions on the ir 
gr ids , s ix of the eleven constructs received ta ll ies from 
students , and two of those s ix (or 19%  of the eleven 
tota l )  received four or more ta l l ies . Of seven hundred 
seventy-four total ta ll ies ( cogn itive , metacognitive , and 
af fective constructs ) , twenty- five ta l l ies ( 3 %  of the 
total number of ta ll ies made ) were made by the students 
next to affective constructs . None of the affective 
constructs rece ived tal li es by a l l  six of the students . 
As with metacognit ive ski lls and processes , it cannot be 
determined by the information co llected in this study 
whether affective inf luences are not as important as 
other ski l l s  and processes or i f  students have trouble 
ident i fying their feel ings . 
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Holistic View Of Problem Solving 
One obj ective of this study was to examine problem 
solving hol ist ical ly .  Therefore , bes ides analyz ing the 
data in terms of the separate categor ies of cognitive/ 
metacognitive ski l ls or processes and affective 
inf luences , the data were also analyz ed in order to 
depict the process of problem solving in genera l . In  
reviewing the l iterature on problem solving , two methods 
of descr ibing the problem solving process in mathematics 
were evident . First , the var ious stages or steps for 
problem solving were described . While there were 
different terms and different numbers of steps used by 
authors , most of the stages were re lated to Polya ' s  
( 19 5 7 ) four steps of reading the problem , devis ing a plan 
for solving the problem ,  carrying out the plan , and 
ref lect ing about the problem and it ' s  solution . 
Another method of describing the process of problem 
s olving was by its components : cognitive ski l ls and 
processes , metacognitive ski lls and processes , and 
a ffect ive inf luences . The researcher categori z ed the 
students ' l i sts of constructs both ways : by stages and 
by components . In both analyses , everything the students 
listed as ski l ls or influences on problem solving fel l 
under one of the three components and one of the four 
stages . 
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When students were asked to categori z e  the 
constructs l isted on their cards in any way they wanted , 
the researcher expected some s imi lar it ies to exist 
between how the researcher and the authors viewed the 
entire process of problem so lving and the way the 
students viewed it . It wa s expected that only the words 
or terms used by the students wou ld differ from those 
used by mathematic ians . However , the students did not 
categor i ze their l istings in the same manner in which the 
researcher and var ious authors viewed the process of 
problem solving . 
In general ,  the students had trouble with the 
exercise and often had one or two groups that contained 
only one construct . For example , one student had a 
category labeled "things I fee l , "  but the card which read 
" feel re lieved" was the on ly card placed in that group . 
Some of the students named one or two categor ies with 
almost identica l labels . See Appendix E for a l isting of 
student categories . Students were also asked to compare 
each construct with each of their categor ies and rate 
them as ( 1 )  not related , ( 2 )  somewhat re lated , or ( 3 )  
def in itely re lated . Al l but one of the students rated 
5 0 %  or more or the ir constructs and categor ies as ( 1 ) or 
not related . The students did not appear to view problem 
solving as a ho l istic process , but as bits of isolated , 
often unrelated ski l ls . 
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Summary 
The constant comparison of categories ident i f ied 
through the data ana lys is process revealed maj or themes 
which were the basis for the f indings and conclus ions 
presented in the last chapter . Themes emerged from an 
analysis of the data col lected concerning cognitive and 
metacognitive ski l ls and processes used by the students 
as wel l  as affective inf luences on the students during 
the solving of non-routine mathematics problems . 
Analys is of the data col lected revea led the 
fol lowing themes concerning the cognitive and 
metacognitive ski l ls and processes used by the students : 
1 .  A lack of understanding of words or how to use 
context to discover word meanings caus ing 
students to skip or miss problems . 
2 .  Reporting only addition , subtraction , 
multipl ication , and divis ion as mathematics 
ski l ls used during problem solving . 
3 .  A l imited use o f  heuristics . 
4 .  The lack of risk taking during problem solving . 
5 .  Little changing of strategies whi le so lving 
a problem . 
6 .  Little or no monitoring , checking , and guess ing 
while solving problems . 
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Analys is  of the data revealed the fol lowing maj or 
themes concerning the affective inf luences on students ' 
solving of non-routine problems : 
1 .  Viewing of word problems as "dif ferent from 
regular math . " 
2 .  The subj ect of a word problem af fecting 
students ' attitudes toward and abi l ities to work 
a problem . 
3 .  The unablenessfunwi l l ingne ss to report feel ings . 
Additional themes revealed by the ana lys is of the 
data were : 
1 .  The role of the teacher as a model for students 
in terms their problem so lving strategies . 
2 .  Viewing problem solving as bits of isolated or 
unrelated ski l ls rather than as a holistic 
process . 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY , F I NDINGS , CONCLUS I ONS , AND RECOMMENDATI ONS 
FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Summary 
Problem solving has received increased attention in 
recent years in mathematics education . Mathemat ics 
educators agree that teaching students to become 
pro f icient problem solvers should be a top priority goal 
in mathematics education . However , no one appears to 
have determined the best method or methods for teaching 
problem solving . There has not been much research on 
problem solving in the area of mathematics unt i l  
recent ly ,  and the research that has been done was 
conducted us ing mostly quantitat ive methods . Problem 
solving i s  a complex process which lends its e l f  to the 
rich descriptions found in qua l itative research 
techniques . 
The research conducted on problem solving in 
mathematics has focused on techniques to integrate more 
problem so lving into mathematics lessons with l ittle help 
for teachers concerning how to teach problem solving . In 
order to improve the teaching and learning of problem 
solving , more needs to be learned about the actua l ski l ls 
and strategies involved in the process .  
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The Problem 
With the current emphasis being placed on problem 
solving , it is important that teachers become informed 
concerning how best to teach students to become 
proficient problem solvers . In order to improve the 
teaching of problem solving , more needs to be learned 
about the ski l ls and processes invo lved in problem 
so lving . 
This study was des igned to investigate the ski l ls 
and processes involved in , as well as any af fect ive 
inf luences on , middle school students ' solving of non­
routine problems . The research was guided by the 
foll owing questions : 
1 .  What cognitive processes and/ or strategies 
do middle school students use during the 
solving of non-routine mathematics problems? 
2 .  What metacognitive processes and/or strategies 
do middle school students use during the so lving 
of non-routine mathematics problems ? 
3 .  What affects , be liefs , or attitudes inf luence 
middle school students during the so lving of 
non-routine mathematics problems? 
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Procedures 
The study was conducted using a combination of 
qual itative and quantitative research methods . S ix 
students from three dif ferent middle schools were 
selected on a voluntary bas is to participate in the 
study . The abi l ity levels of the students were not 
cons idered except that a l l  of the students were required 
to be reading on grade leve l or above . 
The students selected for the study partic ipated in 
four interviews . The first set of interviews was 
conducted in order to gather data concerning the 
students ' fami lies , schools , and mathemat ics hi stories . 
The interviews were audiotaped and transcribed , and a 
student profile was developed for each participant . 
The second and third interviews consi sted of 
students solving previous ly selected and tested problems 
for twenty minutes . Students worked problems on an 
overhead proj ector and were videotaped . Students were 
instructed to think and work out loud . After the twenty 
minutes exp ired , the researcher and the student viewed 
the videotape whi le the researcher interviewed the 
student concerning their work . After the f irst 
videotaping sess ions were completed , a prel iminary 
analys is was done in order to determine a focus for the 
third set of interviews and problem solving sessions . 
The third set of interviews was conducted in the same 
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manner as the second . The videotapes and the audiotaped 
interviews for each sess ion were transcribed and time 
sheets were deve loped for each student . 
In the fourth and f ina l set of interviews , each 
student completed a repertory grid ( Ke l ly , 1 9 5 7 ) 
categor i z ing their problem solving ski l ls and processes 
as they perceived them . Each student then viewed both of 
their videotapes and placed a ta l ly by each construct 
whenever they observed its occurrence on the videotape . 
The data were organi z ed and ana lyz ed qua l itatively 
us ing the ethnographic technique described by Spradley 
( 19 8 0 ) . Domains , or categories , were selected by the 
researcher and analyz ed ,  taxonomic ana lys is charts of the 
ski l l s  and processes used by middle school students were 
developed , and a componential ana lys is was made for each 
set of data . A constant comparative method o f  
qual itative data ana lysis ( Glaser and Strauss , 19 6 7 ) was 
then used to complete the procedure by identi fying themes 
across categories . 
After the initial qual itat ive ana lys is was 
completed , categories determined by the ana lysis were 
then used to quantitative ly ana lyz e  the data . The 
tal l ies made by the students while watching their 
videotapes were totaled , and percentages were f igured for 
the occurrence of the use of cognitive and metacognitive 
ski l l s  and processes as wel l  as the occurrence o f  
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affective inf luences as perceived by the students . 
Themes . and f indings generated from the initial 
qualitative analysi s  were then compared to the 
quantitative ana lysis to complete the development o f  
f indings . Conclus ions were then drawn from the f indings . 
Findings 
Research Quest ion � :  What cognitive processes andj or 
strategies do middle school students use during the 
so lving of non-routine mathematics problems? 
Of the total ski l l s  and processes perceived by 
students as being used during the problem solving 
sess ions , 7 5 %  of them were cognit ive . Most of the 
cognitive processes used by the students were reading 
ski l l s  and mathematics ski l ls or heuristics . 
Reading the problem over severa l times was a 
cognitive ski l l  used often by students . It was found 
that students reread a problem for three main reasons . 
They reread a problem when they did not understand it the 
f irst t ime they read it . In most instances , the students 
kept rereading a problem unt i l  they understood it or 
skipped it as opposed to making a chart or diagram to 
help them make sense of the problem . They a lso reread 
problems to help them locate important pieces o f  
information such a s  numbers o r  criter ia speci fied i n  the 
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problem . And f ina l ly , they reread a problem to he lp them 
remember the question be ing asked in the problem . 
Students did not use reading to help determine the 
meaning of words they did not know . When students 
encountered a word they did not know , rather than try to 
use context to try to figure out the meaning of the word , 
they either skipped that part of the problem or skipped 
the problem ent ire ly . When students encountered a word 
they did not know , it often af fected the ir abi l ity to 
attempt to solve the problem . Students also did not 
reread the problem after they had arrived at an answer to 
determine if their solution was reasonable . 
The other cognitive sk i l ls or knowledge used by the 
students dur ing the problem solving sess ions were 
mathemat ics ski l ls and heuristics . When asked 
speci f ically what mathematics ski l ls the students used to 
so lve each problem , they reported the four ba s ic 
computat ions ( addition , subtraction , multiplicat ion , and 
divis ion ) even though they used others . 
When quest ioned more spec i fica l ly about strategies , 
students responded by descr ibing heuri st ics . The 
heuristics wh ich students reported using were identifying 
whether or not they had seen a s imi lar problem before , 
ident i fying key words in the problem , drawing di agrams , 
making charts , and tr ial and error . 
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The f irst strategy used by a l l  the students was to 
decide if they had seen a s imi lar problem before . In 
particular , students determined if  they had seen the ir 
teacher work a problem l ike it . students rare ly 
attempted strategies unless they were certain they 
understood the problem and could apply a strategy they 
had seen the ir teacher use . 
Compared to the heuristics described in the 
l iterature on problem solving the students used 
re lat ively few of the heuristics that are ava i lable to 
them . However , when constructing the ir repertory grids , 
the students l isted more mathematics ski l l s  and 
heuristics as things they do when they solve problems 
than they actual ly used in the ir problem solving 
sess ions . Therefore , the students were aware o f  more o f  
the cognitive ski l ls which they have ava i lable t o  them 
for use than they actually use or were aware of us ing .  
The maj ority o f  cognitive ski lls and processes used 
by the students were reading or mathematics ski l l s . 
Other cognitive knowledge or ski l l s  used by students 
cons isted of everyday knowledge such as what a washer is 
and how much of each type of coin make up one do l lar . 
Research Question z :  What metacognitive processes and / or 
strategies do middle schoo l students use during the 
solving of non-rout ine mathematics problems? 
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Students reported very l ittle monitor ing of 
themselves during their problem solving sess ions . Of the 
total ski l l s  and processes perceived by the students as 
being used during the problem solving ses s ions , 22% of 
them were metacognit ive ski l ls or processes . 
Once students had selected a strategy they seldom 
reported mon itoring themse lves to see if the strategy was 
working . In the few cases where students became aware 
that the ir strategy was not going to lead them to the 
correct solution , they did not change the ir strategy or 
try to determine what was wrong with their original 
strategy . 
students se ldom used forma l methods of checking 
the ir problems . Most of the t ime they reported that 
their answer " j ust looked right . " On several occas ions , 
students reported checking the ir computat ions as they 
f inished them to identify careless errors . However , when 
they f inished a problem , . none of the students reported 
looking back at the problem or their answer in order to 
determine if the ir so lution was correct or even 
reasonable . 
As with the cognit ive ski l ls , students were 
evidently aware of more of the metacognit ive ski l l s  which 
they have available for use than they actua lly used or 
were aware of us ing during the problem solving sess ions . 
students reported a very l imited amount of metacognit ive 
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ski l ls as being used in the actual problem solving 
sess ions . However , they l isted other metacognitive 
ski l ls such as checking their work and breaking the 
problem up into sma l ler p ieces in their repertory grids 
as being ava i lable for them to use . 
Research Question � :  What affects , bel ief s , or attitudes 
inf luence middle school students during the solving of 
non-rout ine mathematics problems? 
During the interviews , students descr ibed the 
bel iefs they held about themselves , mathematics , and the 
solving of non-routine problems . Ana lys is of the 
interviews revea led bel iefs which the s ix students had in 
common . 
When asked about word problems , a l l  of the students 
bel ieved that word problems were harder than the " regular 
math" and that word problems ( especia l ly non-rout ine word 
problems ) were for extra cred it , for those who f inished 
the regu lar ass ignments early ,  or for special contests . 
How wel l  the students solved problems had very 
l ittle to do with their percept ions of themse lves as good 
math students and vice versa . When asked , a l l  of the 
students reported they were good math students , but only 
two of them regarded themse lves as being good at math . 
When asked what made them good math students , a l l  s ix of 
the students responded in the same manner as they d id 
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when they were asked what made them good students in 
genera l  ( i . e . , "I work hard , " "I help the teacher , "  " I  
complete a l l  o f  the ass ignments " ) . 
Severa l students strongly bel ieved that if  a problem 
involved a concept they disl iked or knew l ittle about 
( e . g . , baseba l l  or footba l l ) , they would not be able to 
work the problem regardless of whether or not the concept 
had anything to do with solving the problem . Likewise , 
i f  the problem was about something they l iked , they 
be lieved that the problem would be easy . 
Students could not or did not describe their 
feel ings during the solving of non-routine mathematics 
problems . Some of the students did l i st some feel ings 
such as nervousness or fru�tration in their repertory 
grid , but they did not report any fee l ings during the 
problem solving sess ions . 
Additiona l Findings 
Students did not appear to view problem so lving as a 
hol i stic process , as reported in the l iterature , but as 
bits of isolated , often unrelated ski l l s . This was 
evident in the students ' constructions of their repertory 
grids . Students were asked to group their constructs in 
any way they l iked and then to name each group whatever 
they felt was appropr iate . The students had d i f f iculty 
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with the task , and their category names did not depict 
problem so lving as a hol i stic process . 
Fina l ly , it was evident from student responses that 
teacher mode l ing was an important factor in the way the 
students selected and carried out strategies . While the 
students were aware of some heuristics and monitoring 
ski l l s  which were ava i lable to them , they only used 
strategies that they had seen their teacher use in class . 
Conc lus ions 
The examination of the data , the themes , and the 
f indings of the study led the researcher to the following 
conclus ions . 
Students are not aware of the various a lternat ives they 
have ava i lable to them to he lp them understand g 
mathemat ics problem when they f irst read it . For 
example , when students encountered a problem they did not 
understand , they reread the problem over and over unt i l  
they understood it o r  they skipped it . The students did 
not use heuristics such as dividing the problem into 
sma l l  parts , putting information into a chart or diagram , 
determining the meaning of unknown words through context , 
or a ltering the numbers or information temporari ly in the 
problem in order to make the problem eas ier to 
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understand . Teachers could he lp improve students ' 
understanding of problems by explaining and mode ling the 
different techn iques that ex ist for making sense of a 
d i f f icult problem . 
The only ski l ls which students perce ive as math sk i l l s 
are the bas ic computat ions of addit ion , subtract ion , 
mu ltipl icat ion . and divis ion . While they are aware of 
other sk i l ls ( e . g . , measuring , convert ing , tr ial and 
error , etc . ) ,  they do not clas s i fy them as mathemat ics 
ski l l s . This narrow clas s i f icat ion of mathematics ski l l s 
could cause students to over look poss ible useful sk ills 
when solving probl ems . Aga in , teacher exp lanat ion and 
model ing of mathematics ski ll  use in non-rout ine problems 
could help students make the connection between the 
sk i l l s  and problem solving . 
students are unw i l l ing to take risks when presented with 
g problem solving s ituation . This is revea led by the 
fact that the students were often hes itant to try a 
strategy unless they had seen the ir teacher use the 
strategy in class . Also , students were often insi stent 
that they cou ld not try a problem because they had never 
seen the ir teacher work one even s imi lar to it before . 
Thi s  lack of risk tak ing is re inforced by the students ' 
be l iefs that non-rout ine problem so lving is for extra 
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credit or for students who f inish the regular ass ignments 
early or compete in contests . Teachers should provide a 
problem solving atmosphere in their classrooms which 
would encourage students to take risks and try problems 
that are new and different for them . Non-rout ine 
problems should become a regular part of the mathematics 
which students are exposed to in schoo l , and students 
should be encouraged to cons ider sharing the ir methods of 
solut ion as important as getting the correct answer . 
Students wi l l  then feel more comfortable and be more 
wi l l ing to risk attempts at difficult problems . 
Students have been told that various heur i stics exist to 
he lp them so lve problems and have been instructed to use 
them . but they have not been adequately informed 
concerning how and when to use them . Thi s  i s  shown by 
the students us ing only a l imited number of heuristics 
during their problem solving sessions , a lthough they had 
l i sted other heuristics in their repertory grids as be ing 
avai lable for them to use during problem solving . 
S imi lar ly , the students were aware of more metacognitive 
ski l ls and processes ava i lable to them than they actua l ly 
used in their problem solving sess ions . Students seldom 
monitored themselves or checked the ir work whi l e  solving 
prob lems . When reporting the heuristics and metacognitive 
proces ses they knew of but did not use , the students 
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often wrote the ski lls in teacher terms as though the 
students were copying a def init ion they d id not rea l ly 
understand . Whi le teachers need to tel l  students about 
poss ible heur istics or ski l l s  they could use , teachers 
a l so need to model the use of these ski l ls during their 
lessons so that students can learn how and when to use 
the ski l l s . 
Fina l ly, as shown Qy the students ' responses in a l l  four 
interviews , teachers are important in students ' 
perceptions and be l iefs about themselves , mathematics , 
and problem solving .  Teachers need t o  be aware o f  their 
inf luence and concentrate on fostering students ' self­
esteem and pos it ive attitudes toward mathematics , 
part icularly problem solving , and focus on model ing the 
problem so lving behaviors which they themselves use of 
wh ich students are not often aware . 
Implications 
Impl ications for both preservice and inservice 
teachers are suggested from this study . Preservice 
teachers should be exposed to more problem solving 
exper iences dur ing their training in order to help their 
students become more proficient problem solvers . 
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Preservice teachers should also be encouraged to think 
out loud when explaining or working a problem and to 
model the behaviors which lead them to success ful problem 
solving . 
Simi lar exper iences wou ld benef it inservice 
teachers . Bes ides tra ining in mode ling problem solving 
behaviors , inservice teachers al so need suggest ions on 
how to integrate problem solving into an a lready crowded 
curr iculum . 
A f inal impl ication of this study concerns 
evaluation . Currently , standardi z ed tests measure 
students ' abi lity to perform rout ine computat ions and 
algor ithms . Wh i le teachers may want to incorporate 
higher level thinking and problem solving into their 
lessons , many teachers have chosen to focus on bas ic 
ski l l s  and increas ing standardi z ed test scores to satisfy 
publ ic demand ( Brown , 1 9 9 0 ) . Methods of eva luation need 
to be restructured to include the measurement of 
students ' problem solving abi l ities . Placing more 
emphasis on the evaluat ion of problem so lving could 
increase the time spent on problem solving in mathematics 
classrooms . 
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Recommendations For Future Research 
Examination of the f indings and conclus ions 
identif ied in this study lead to the following 
recommendations for future research : 
1 .  This study should be repl icated with dif ferent 
subj ects from the same grade levels as wel l  as 
with subj ects from other grade levels . 
2 .  Further study of problem solving hol istica l ly 
and how students perceive the relationship of 
the ski lls and processes involved when they 
solve problems is suggested . 
3 .  S imi lar studies need to be conducted with 
teachers of a l l  grade leve ls in order to 
determine their perceptions of problem solving . 
4 .  Mathematics classrooms should be observed in 
order to study teacher mode l ing of problem 
solving , the ways problem solving is  taught to 
students , and how problem so lving is  integrated 
into the mathematics curriculum . 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
PARENT CONS ENT FORM 
I ,  , do hereby give 
permiss ion for my chi ld , , to serve 
as a subj ect in a study entitled " Strategies and Ski l ls 
Used by Middle School Students During the Solving of  
Non-rout ine Mathemat ics Problems . "  and conducted by Terry 
D .  Rose in order to ful f i l l  the requirements for a 
doctoral dissertation for the Univers ity of Tennessee and 
to advance the knowledge in the area of problem solving . 
I understand that my chi ld wil l  spend one hour each 
week for f ive weeks in problem so lving ses sions with the 
researcher , and that he/ she wi l l  be asked to solve 
problems both verbally and on paper . I understand that 
the sess ions w i l l  be videotaped . 
I understand that the study wi ll be reported in a 
dissertation and that anonymity will be ma inta ined in any 
reporting or publishing of the study . 
I understand that Terry Rose wi ll  provide 
transportation to and from the Un ivers ity of Tennessee 
for my chi ld during the course o� the study . 
( Parent S ignature ) 
( Date ) 
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STUDENT CONSENT FORM 
I ,  , do hereby agree to 
serve as a subj ect in a study entitled " Strategies and 
Ski l ls Used by Middle School Students Dur ing the Solving 
of 
Non-routine Mathematics Problems " and conducted by Terry 
D .  Rose in order to fulf i l l  the requirements for a 
doctora l dissertation for the Univers ity of Tennessee and 
to advance the knowledge in the area of problem solving . 
. I understand that I wi l l  spend one hour each week in 
problem solving sess ions with the researcher , and that I 
wi l l  be asked to solve problems both verba l ly and on 
paper . I understand that the sess ions wi l l  be 
videotaped . 
I understand that the study wi l l  be reported in a 
dissertation and that anonymity wi l l  be ma inta ined in any 
report ing or publishing of the study . 
( Student S ignature) 
( Date ) 
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APPENDI X  B 
PROBLEMS 
1 .  The ratio of boys to girls on the camp vol leybal l  
team is 3 t o  2 .  There are 4 more boys than girls o n  the 
team . How many girls are on the team? 
2 .  F ind the next three numbers in the sequence 
2 , 3 , 5 , 8 , 12 .  
3 .  Two girls wish to find the speed of a moving freight 
train as it passes by their town . They f ind that 4 2  
ra i lroad cars pass by the corner i n  1 minute . The 
average length of a ra i lroad car is 6 0  feet . At what 
speed is the tra in moving in mi les per hour? 
4 .  Lonny has 2 bats and 1 ball that cost her $ 1 1 . Andy 
has 1 bat and 2 ba l ls that cost him $7 . How much does 1 
bat and 1 bal l  cost? 
5 .  Mike has 15 coins that tota l $1 . 0 0 .  What are the 
coins and how many of each does he have? 
6 .  What was the f inal score of the Tigers-Sharks 
ba sebal l  game? 
( a ) The sum of their scores was 8 .  
( b ) The product of their scores was 15 . 
( c ) The Sharks won the game . 
7 .  A penny weighs approximately 3 grams . A nickel 
weighs approximately 5 grams . About how much more does 
$5 in penn ies weigh than $5 in nicke ls? 
8 .  A baker rolls out his dough in the morning and cuts 
it into 8 equa l pieces , which he seasons . He then cuts 
each of these seasoned pieces into 4 equa l parts . He 
bakes each of these into a loa f of bread that is 3 / 4 of a 
foot long . If  we were to place all  of these loaves end­
to-end , how long would the tota l length be? 
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9 .  Mary has scored 9 8 , 6 5 , 6 3 ,  and 8 0  on 4 tests th i s  
term . What must she score on the next test , i f  her 
average is to be 8 0  for a l l  5 tests? 
1 0 . Dur ing the recent census , a man told the census­
taker that he had three ch i ldren . When a sked the i r  ages , 
he repl ied , "The product of the ir ages is 7 2 . The sum o f  
the ir age s i s  the same a s  my house number . "  The census ­
taker ran to the door and looked at the house number . " I. 
st i l l  can ' t  te l l , "  she comp l a ined . The man rep l i ed ,  "Oh ,  
that ' s  right . I forgot to te l l  you that the o ldest one 
l ikes choco l ate pudd ing . "  The c ensu s-taker prompt ly 
wrote down the ages of the three ch i ldren . How o ld are 
they? 
1 1 . Three boys stood on a sca le and put a n i cke l in the 
s l ot . The sca le showed 3 9 0  pounds as the ir tota l we ight . 
One boy stepped off the sca le . It then showed 2 5 5  
pounds . The second boy stepped o f f  the sca le , and it 
then showed 14 5 pounds . Find the we ights o f  a l l  three 
boys . 
1 2 . What ' s  my number? 
( a ) I am a two-digit number . 
( b ) I am a mu ltiple of 6 .  
( c ) The sum of my d igits is 9 .  
( d ) My ten ' s d igit i s  one -ha l f  of my unit ' s  digit . 
1 3 . A pa i l  with 4 0  washers in it we ighs 1 7 5  grams . The 
same pa i l  with 2 0  washer s in it weighs 9 5  grams . How 
much does the pa i l  we igh a lone? How much does each 
washer we igh? 
1 4 . The f igure be low is an array of 17 toothp icks 
forming 6 squares . By remov ing exact ly 6 of the 
toothp i cks , leave exactly 2 squares . 
1 5 . A farmer has some p igs and some ch ickens . He f inds 
that together they have 7 0  heads and 2 0 0 legs . How many 
p igs and how many ch ickens does he have? 
1 1 5  
1 6 . A farmer has a p lot o f  land in the shape o f  a 
rectang le that i s  3 2  feet long by 2 4  feet wide . He 
wishes to put a fence around the p lot of land . I f  fence 
posts are to be p l aced every 8 feet , how many fence posts 
wi l l  he use? 
1 7 . A footba l l  team won 3 more game s than it lost . The 
team p l ayed 1 1  games . How many game s d id they lose? 
1 8 . A ba l l  drops from a he ight of 9 6  feet and rebounds 
one -ha l f  of the tota l di stance it has j ust fa l l en each 
t ime it bounces . What is the tota l di stance it has 
trave led when it hits the ground the third t ime? 
1 9 . A can f i l l ed with fru it j u ice we ighs 2 0  ounces . 
When one-ha l f  of the j ui ce is sp i l l ed out , the can and 
the rema ining j u ice we igh 1 1  and one-ha l f  ounces . How 
much did the can we igh? 
2 0 . A grocer has three pa i l s : an empty pa i l  that holds 
5 l i ters , an empty pa i l  that ho lds 3 l iters , and an 
S - l iter pa i l  that i s  f i l led with app le c ider . Show how 
the grocer can measure exact ly 4 l iters of app le c ider 
with the help of the S - l iter and 3 - l iter pa i l s . 
2 5 . Three m i s s i onaries and three cann iba ls wish to cross 
a r iver . There is a boat that can carry up to three 
peop l e , and e ither the miss ionar ies or the cann iba l s  can 
operate the boat . However , it is never permiss ible for 
the cann iba ls to outnumber the missio nar ies , e ither in 
the boat or on either shore . What is the sma l l est number 
of tr ips needed to make the cross ing? 
Source : Kru l ik ,  s . , & Rudnick , J .  ( 1 9 8 7 ) . Problem 
s o lving :  A handbook f o r  teachers . Boston : 
Al lyn and Bacon . 
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APP END I X  C 
INI T IAL INTERVI EW QUESTIONS 
1 .  What is your age? When is your birthday? 
2 .  What grade wi ll you be going into next year? 
3 .  Where do you go to school? 
4 .  Have you a lways attended your present schoo l? 
If not where did you go? 
5 .  Did you attend pre-school ?  
6 .  In general ,  how do you fee l  about school? 
7 .  What i s / are your favorite subj ect ( s ) in school? 
Why? 
8 .  What i s / are your least favor ite subj ect ( s )  in 
schoo l? Why? 
9 .  Would you describe yourself as being a good student? 
Why or why not? 
1 0 . Do you plan to go to col lege? 
1 1 . I f  so , is there a particular course of study you are 
in interested in? If not , is there a particular 
career that you are interested in? 
1 2 . How do you feel about homework? 
1 3 . On the average , how many hours have you spent do ing 
homework each night s ince you have been in middle 
school ?  
14 . Do your parents he lp you or check your progress on 
your homework? How? 
15 . What do each of your parents do? 
1 6 . Do you have any brothers or sisters? How many and 
how o ld are they? 
17 . How do you feel about mathemat ics? 
18 . Would you descr ibe yourse l f  as be ing a good 
mathemat ics student? Why or why not? 
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19 . What kinds of grades have you made in mathematics in 
schoo l? 
2 0 . How many hours or minutes on the average have you 
spent doing mathemat ics homework each night s ince 
you have been in middle school? 
2 1 .  How do you feel when you are given a mathematics 
word problem to solve when you do not immediately 
see a so lution for it? How do you feel when you are 
given a mathemat ics word problem to solve when you 
do immediately know how to solve it? 
2 2 . Of the time spent on math during the school year , 
approximately how much time would you say you have 
spent on problem solving (word problems , puz z les , 
etc . ) ?  
2 3 . Have any of your teachers ever taught you how to 
solve word problems? 
2 4 . Did your teacher that you had last year have a 
particular pattern to his/her lessons that you cou ld 
descr ibe? Describe that pattern . 
2 5 . Were you " grouped" for math at your schoo l? I f  so , 
do you know if  you were ever in a certa in group such 
as a compacted c lass , etc . ? 
2 6 .  What is  your favorite area or top ic in mathematics 
to study? 
2 7 . Is there anything you would l ike to add to our 
interview about yourself , school , mathemati cs , or 
problem solving in general? 
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FOLLOW-UP I NTERVIEW INSTRUMENT FOR S E S S I ON ONE 
1 .  Describe to me any feel ings or thoughts you had as 
you came in for today ' s  sess ion . 
2 .  Descr ibe any feel ings or thoughts you had about 
yoursel f  or this problem after you read it . 
3 .  D id you choose a particular strategy for solving this 
problem? I f  so , what did you do? What were you 
thinking at this particular point in your work? 
4 .  At what point ( if any) were you fairly certain that 
you had the correct solution? How did you know? 
5 .  Describe your feel ings when you f inished the problem . 
6 .  Describe your feel ings when you f inished the problem 
or the a l lotted time was up . 
7 .  I s  there anything you would l ike to add concerning 
today ' s  session? 
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FOLLOW-UP INTERVI EW INSTRUMENT FOR S E S S I ON TWO 
1 .  How were you feel ing as the sess ion began? 
2 .  After you f irst read this problem , how did you feel? 
What did you think? Did you understand the problem 
a fter you read it the f irst time? 
3 .  How many times would you say you reread thi s  
problem? When you reread it , did you read the 
entire problem or part of it? Which part? Why? 
4 .  Had you seen this problem or a s imi lar problem 
before? After reading it the f irst time , did you 
have any thoughts about the difficulty of the 
problem? What made you think that? After working 
it did you have any thoughts concerning the 
d i f f iculty of the problem? 
5 .  Was enough or too much information given in the 
problem? Was there anything else you needed to know 
bes ides math to understand and work thi s  problem? 
6 .  When ( i f at a l l )  did you select a strategy? What 
did you choose to do? Why? Did you change this 
strategy as you worked the problem? Why or why not? 
Did your chosen strategy work? How do you know? 
What math ski l ls did you use in thi s  problem? 
7 .  During the time that you were s itting and not saying 
anything , what were you thinking? What part ( s )  of  
the problem were you focus ing on? How did you feel 
dur ing thi s  time? 
a .  What did you do at this particular po int? Why? 
What were you thinking? Feel ing? 
9 .  Were you sure you had the r ight answer? I f  so , at 
what point were you certain you had the correct 
answer? 
1 0 . Did you check your work? When? How? 
1 1 . How did you fee l when this sess ion was ave�? About 
the problem? About your work? About yoursel f? 
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APPEND I X  D 
FORM FOR PROBLEM SOLVING S E S S I ON TIME CHART 
STUDENT : STUDENT STUDENT FOLLOW-UP RESEARCHER 
MINUTE : 
ONE 
TWO 
THREE 
FOUR 
FIVE 
SIX 
SEVEN 
EIGHT 
NINE 
TEN 
ACTION VERBAL INTERVIEW COMMENTS 
1 2 3  
STUDENT : 
PAGE 2 
MINUTE : 
ELEVEN 
TWELVE 
THIRTEEN 
FOURTEEN 
FI FTEEN 
SIXTEEN 
SEVENTEEN 
EIGHTEEN 
NINETEEN 
TWENTY 
STUDENT STUDENT FOLLOW-UP RESEARCHER 
ACTION VERBAL INTERVI EW COMMENTS 
' 
1 2 4  
COMPLETED PROBLEM S OLVING S ES S I ON TIME CHART 
STUDENT : # 1 STUDENT 
MINUTE : ACT ION 
ONE 
TWO 
THREE 
FOUR 
FIVE 
S I X  
P i cks up 
prob l em . 
Reads . 
S cratches 
head . 
Wr ites 
3 / 2 =4 / 1 1 
Stares 
at prob­
l em . 
Stare s 
at 
problem . 
Re ads 
new 
probl em . 
Wr ites 
1 3 , 1 5 
STUDENT 
VERBAL 
Read s a l oud . 
Reads s i l ent . 
Reads a l oud . 
Reads 3 to 2 
Reads 
s i le nt ly . 
Repeats 
3 to 2 
" I th ink 
it ' s  a 
proport ion . 
There ' s  more 
boys than 
girls . I ' m 
gonna go on . 
Reads problem 
out loud . 
" The f irst 
one ' s even , 
the next two 
are odd . The 
next two are 
S EVEN even . The next 
EIGHT 
NINE 
two are odd , 
s o  the l a st 
Wr ites 1 8 . one i s  even . 
Reads new 
prob lem . 
Stares at 
prob lem . 
Wr ites 
4 2 x6 0 
Reads prob l em 
out loud . 
Reads out 
loud aga i n . 
" 4 2  cars , 6 0 ' 
4 2  pa s s  by " 
d ivide . 
1 2 5  
FOLLOW-UP 
INTERVI EW 
RESEARCHER 
COMMENTS 
Says he 
forgot 
what h i s  
teacher 
taught 
h im about 
rat io . 
Was try-
ing t o  
remember .  
Remembered 
they used 
proport ions 
but cou ld 
not remember 
how to set 
up . 
Thought prob­
lem wa s ea sy . 
Wa s 
certa in 
o f  
answer . 
D i d  not 
understand 
when f irst 
read . 
D ec ided to 
multip ly , 
then 
Seems 
c a lm . 
D id 
not 
hes i ­
tate . 
STUDENT : # 1  
PAGE 2 STUDENT STUDENT 
VERBAL MINUTE : ACTION 
TEN 
ELEVEN 
TWELVE 
=2 5 2 0 / 6 0  
=4 2  
Reads 
again . 
Wr ites 6 0 . 
Reads new 
problem . 
Writes 
L 1 1  
Reads prob­
lem out 
loud 
aga in . 
Reads 
problem 
again . 
Reads out 
loud . 
Reads 
again 
THIRTEEN A 7 
Looks at 
wr iting . 
Looks at 
$ 5  for 1 
$ 5  for 
another . 
$ 1  for 
FOURTEEN problem . a ba l l  
2 bats 
FI FTEEN 
SIXTEEN 
Writes 
2 4 4 3  
7 3 3 4  
OK it has 
to be the 
Taps penci l  same amt . 
Looks at But the bat 
problem . bat wi ll  be 
more . 
Points at Counts 
nos . Looks 5 , 6 , 7 .  I ' d 
at problem .  say bat $ 5  
Writes 5 1 ba l l  $ 1 . 
SEVENTEEN Reads new 
problem . 
Reads 
again . 
Reads out 
loud . 
Reads out 
loud again . 
EIGHTEEN Wr ites 2 - 15=$ 1 
3 - 1 . Looks OK . I ' d say 
at problem . he has . . .  
Writes Let ' s  see . . .  
I 
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FOLLOW-UP 
INTERVIEW 
But saw 
· he was 
where he 
started . 
Dec ided to 
make an 
" educated" 
guess . 
Stated he 
did not 
think a bat 
and ba ll 
would cost 
so l ittle . 
Didn ' t  
think his 
answer was 
right . Did 
not cost 
enough . 
Says he 
knew there 
could be 
severa l 
Says he 
was j ust 
trying dif­
ferent com-
RESEARCHER 
COMMENTS 
Guess 
based on 
how fast 
trains 
travel 
Monitor­
ing . 
Reason­
by rea l 
l i fe . 
Only 
student 
who has 
used 
"real 
l i fe"  
to help 
so lve 
problems 
Looking 
for the 
" r ight " 
way to 
work 
it . 
STUDENT : #1 
PAGE 3 STUDENT 
MINUTE : ACTION 
NINETEEN 1 0 - 5  
2 0 - 1 0  
Writes 
TWENTY Wr ites 
dimes , 
nickels 
1 0 0  
5 
1 0  
5 0  and 5 0  
STUDENT 
VERBAL 
Let ' s say he 
has 1 0  nick-
els and 2 0  
dimes . No . 
, 5 dimes & 
1 0  nickels . 
· That ' s 
right . It 
. equals $ 1  . 
1 2 7  
FOLLOW-UP 
INTERVIEW 
binat ions 
until he 
found one 
RESEARCHER 
COMMENTS 
Tr ial 
and 
error . 
' that worked . 
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APPEND I X  E 
COMPLETED GRID FORM 
CATEGORI E S  IDENTIFIED 
THINGS THINGS READI NG 
I I DO THE 
FEEL TO GET PROBLEM 
ANSWERS 
CONSTRUCTS 
DON ' T  UNDER- 3 1 3 
STAND IT 
ADD 1 2 1 
READ 1 1 3 
ASK TEACHER 1 2 3 
WRITE ANSWER 1 3 1 
THINK ABOUT 1 2 3 
QUESTION 
REREAD IT 1 1 3 
UNDERSTAND 2 2 3 
MULT I PLY 1 1 1 
DIVIDE 1 1 1 
CHECK 1 3 1 
F I ND A 1 1 1 
PATTERN 
SUBTRACT 1 1 1 
SKI P IT 3 1 1 
COUNT 1 2 1 
S ET PROBLEM 1 3 2 
UP 
3 = Definitely Related 
2 = sometimes Re l ated 
1 = Not Re lated 
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BY STUDENT i:l:_ 
THINKING WAYS TO 
ABOUT COME UP 
THE WITH THE 
QUESTION ANSWERS 
3 1 
1 3 
1 1 
3 1 
1 3 
3 1 
3 1 
3 3 
1 3 
1 3 
2 2 
1 3 
1 3 
1 1 
2 3 
2 2 
GRID CATEGORIES IDENTIFIED BY THE S I X  STUDENTS 
STUDENT #1  
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
STUDENT #2 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
STUDENT #3  
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
STUDENT #4 
1 .  
2 .  
3 . 
4 .  
5 .  
STUDENT #5  
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
STUDENT #6 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
Math ski lls used to work the problem . 
Feel ings or thoughts .  
What you do whi le you work the prob lem . 
What happens when you can ' t  think of what 
to do next . 
Things I feel . 
Things I do to get answers . 
Reading the prob lem . 
Thinking about the question . 
Ways to come up with the answers . 
Reading . 
Things I do when I get aggravated . 
Things I do when I work the problem . 
The way I feel . 
The kind of math I use . 
What I do when I ' m f inished with the answer . 
What I do when I ' m f ini shed working it out . 
Getting stuck . 
Strategies 
Ways to get help from others .  
Thoughts .  
Ways to help you solve the problem . 
Steps for solving problems . 
Action (things I did ) . 
Dec ide which operation to do f irst . 
Things that have to do with strategies . 
Things re lated to checking the problem . 
Fee lings and Concerns . 
Simi lar Problems . 
Thought I have when I ' m working the problem . 
What I do when I get stuck . 
Things I think are important in the problem . 
Things I do when I understand the problem . 
Things I do when I don ' t  understand it . 
Things I feel . 
Things I do when I think I ' ve seen the 
problem before . 
1 3 0  
E I GHTY-THREE CONSTRUCTS IDENT I F I ED BY THE STUDENTS 
COGNITIVE CONSTRUCTS : 
Addition , subtract ion , multiplication , and divis ion 
Read the problem 
Reread the problem 
Reread parts of the problem 
Start to work 
Carry out strategy 
Fract ions 
Measurement 
D ivide problem into pieces 
Scrap attempts to work 
Draw a picture or a diagram 
Use graphs 
Use scales 
Label/Wr ite answer 
Wr iting informat ion or numbers from the problem 
Think about the question , the numbers , or the problem 
Find a pattern 
Count 
Work in head 
Estimation or rounding 
Exponents 
Rat ios and Proportions 
Not sure what part of the problem means 
Use a formu la 
Determine if I ' ve seen the problem before 
Do the oppos ite operation 
Key words 
Writing 
Concentrate 
Trial and Error 
Do what ' s  in parentheses f irst 
Use a ca lcu lator 
Think of a useful memory device 
Convert fractions to decimals 
Draw Menta l Pictures 
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METACOGNITIVE CONSTRUCTS : 
Understand the problem 
Get stuck 
Skip it 
Look back at book 
Unrelated doodl ing 
Guess how to work 
Correct myse l f  
Answer/ problem doesn ' t  work out 
Problem doesn ' t  look right 
Check answer 
Ask teacherjparentsj another student 
Decide i f  the problem is hard or easy 
Picking out important parts 
Trying different solut ions in head 
Reread after answering 
Look back at work 
Don ' t  understand 
Setting problem up 
Change strategy 
Common sense 
Wonder i f  I ' m doing the right thing 
Guess answer 
Change numbers and try the same strategy 
Figure out why something doesn ' t  work 
Not sure of answer 
Educated guess 
Go back to old strategy 
Think : I ' ve got the answer 
stuff pops into my mind 
Instinct 
How did I work a s imi lar problem? 
Think about getting answer right 
Think about how much time is left 
Miss ing/ Extra informat ion 
Th ink of quickest way to so lve 
Don ' t  get frustrated 
Slow yourse l f  down 
1 3 2  
AFFECTIVE CONSTRUCTS : 
Fidget/ play 
Feel delayed or behind 
Frustrated 
Fee l good about answer 
Feel l ike I don ' t  know the answer 
Feel l ike I ' m doing the r ight thing 
Feel lost or confused 
Feel rel ieved 
Nervous 
Tired 
Quiet 
1 3 3  
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